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Governor Calls
Education His
Top Priority
more, he said, Kentucky has been
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(API —
able to solve its problems without
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., speaking
at the conclusion of a pre- a major tax increase, in contrast
to many other states.
legislative conference at Ken"You're not going to find me
tucky Dam Village State Park,
wanting a lot," Brown told the
has called education the top
legislators.
priority for everyone in the
He said that sometimes the
coming few months is education at
press distorts and exaggerates
all levels.
any conflict between the
In a cryptic remark,he said that
legislative and executive
"we have endured this long
branches.
without a tax increase," but must
Senate President Pro-Tern Joe
keep the flow of aid to elementary
Prather, D-Vine Grove, joked
and secondary education.
about the governor before inHe said the most difficult area is
troducing him.
higher education, but offered no
Prather said at one point:
guidelines for the moment.
In fact, Brown said, this is not "Governor, we know it's been difficult for the past Piz years
the time to propose the budget for
legislating all by yourself, so the
1982-84 or recommend any state
other 138 legislators look forward
programs.
Brown, in an upbeat speech to to joining you in January." .
That was a. dig at a growing
the new General Assembly Moncomplaint by the Assembly that
day night, declared that "if we try
to be sensitive to each other's Brown has been issuing
reorganization orders on his own
responsibilities, we won't have
without consulting it.
any problem."
Brown took the joshing in that
The governor was informal and
spirit.
jocular as he addressed more than
"I come before you tonight as a
200 persons.
"Whether we like it or not, we're lame duck governor" was his
opening statement to the
in bed together," he told the
legislators.
Senate and House members. "...I
He also quipped that traditionalsuggest we all relax and enjoy it."
Since Brown took office almost ly he spends his winters in Florida
two years ago, the state has been -and that during the coming
in a financial crunch and the ad- regular session, would like to
work out a method of communicaministration has had to make a
tion with the legislature, perhaps
series of cutbacks.
But Brown said that "I - feel by telephone between 4 p.m. and 6
p.m.every day.
stronger about Kentucky tonight
Actually, Brown said, he does
than I ever have."
not recall a single conflict with the
He said the state is bouncing
back fiscally through an ag- legislature in the last session and
gressive economic development added in humor that "you couldn't
program and probably leads the find a sucker that will be more of a.
nation in this respect. Further- scapegoat than me."

HOUSE LEVELED — Wind-whipped flames destroyed the home of
Hillman Coles near Midway Monday night. The Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad responded to the 9 p.m. call with three trucks and

14 men and kept the fire from spreading to several outbuildings and
an adjacent home. A wood stove in the basement is the suspected
cause of the blaze.

President Plans Another Round With Congress
WASHINGTON (API — President Reagan,"fired up and ready
to tackle the budget" after aThanksgiving holiday in California, is preparing to go another
round with Congress the bottle
over federal spending.
But presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes said Monday that
administration officials are en-

couraged by reports from Capitol
Hill indicating a compromise is
likely before-the government riniS
out of money again in two weeks.
- - Speakes told reporters returning_ to,. Washington_ aboard Air
Force One that .White House officials have a "good-feeling about
the progress we've made on the
Hill': since Reagan's veto last
week of an emergency spending
measure passed by Congress.
Republican congressional
leaders "feel they can come up_

with a consensus piece of legisla-lion Reagan ; can sign,"_Speakes
said.
In a brief stop Monday at a
Republican fund-raiser in Cincinnati ; Rea_gan _Slapped back at his.
chief political rival. House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,
who List week accused the president of ignorance on budget
matters.
"Speaker O'Neill says that I
know less about the budget than
any president he's ever known."

Nancy Lovett Named
Outstanding Educator

CONVERSATIONS LEGISLATIVE — Newly elected first district Senator Greg Higdon,Fancy Farm,and
Gov. John Y. Brown became acquainted last night at the legislative conference at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park. Brown addressed state representatives and senators who attended the conference to prepare for
the 1982session of the general assembly.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

Nancy Lovett, field consultant
for the Bureau of Exceptional
Children of the Kentucky Department of Education and former
superyisor of instruction • .and
classroom teacher for the
Calloway County School System,
was named Outstanding Young
Educator in the state by the Kentucky Jaycees.
Nominated by the MurrayCalloway County chapter, Lovett
warehosen from 157 applicants.
She received 'a plaque from
Charlie Miller, president of the
state organization, at the Fall AllState Jaycee Board Meeting
recently concluded in Covington.
Purpose of the award is to foster
better relations between Jaycees
and educators ancijo_ create a
Nancy Lovett
greater public interest in and Wallace, president; Jamy
understanding problems of to- McMillen, regional director; Don
day's educators, Joe Kelso, local _Rogers, director; Tim Alton,
Jaycee chairman of the boards director; Ken Asher, vice presisaid.
dent, Gary Harper, vice presiLocal Jaycees attending the fall dent; and. Jerry. McCoy,
meeting were Kelso; .Tony treasurer.

Legislators Name Leadership At Conference
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Jim LeMaster of Paris has been
chosen majority leader by House
Democrats, who were using a new
approach to leadership elections
at their prelegislative conference
at Kentucky Dam Village.
LeMaster, a 35-year-old attorney, defeated William Brinkley
of Madisonville 40-33 after two
other candidates dropped out of
the race:
The support that Joe Clarke of
Danville and Aubrey Williams of
Louisville had garnered apparently shifted for the most part to
LeMaster, .who is entering his
fourth term in the House.
•
Master succeeds Bobby
Richardson of Glasgoiv, who was
unopposed. for speaker of the
-•
•
LeMaster said he was "extremely honored" by the election
and credited his success to "good
hard work by myself and those
supporting me."
•Clarkc's withdrawal probably

helped him. LeMaster said, adding that he made no promises
regarding committee
assignments or chairmanships
during the campaign.
Brinkley also believed that
Williams' and Clarke's
withdrawal helped LeMaster,saying the move "gave a greater
specter of power around my
opponent."
But he added,"I am a politician
and I accept it.".
A rules change adopted by the
House majority party did not affect the LeMaster-Brinkley contest. But it did change the results
of the race for House speaker pro
tern.
Previously, the leadership positions were decided by Mc ballot.
,
with the candidates recc!-Ang a
plurality being named the winners. But the change adopted
Monday required a majority vote,
and as a result, runoffs were held
in two races.
ln the four-candidate speaker

Reagan told an audience that had
paidirom $1.000 to $25,000 each to
see him. "Well, maybe we're not
talking about the same kind. of
budgets. I presided over eight
balanced budgets as gavernor -of
California, and he's only seen a
balanced budget once in his 27
years in Congress. And - I could
point out that since I became
president, there hasn't been a
federal budget for me to look at."
Referring to the emergency
spending bill that he rejected last
week, Reagan said: "Now there
the speaker was right about the
things I don't know. I didn't know
that it was considered impossible
to veto a continuing resolution. So
Ivetoed one.
"Now, Nancy and I have flown
to California for the holidays, and
now we have flown back here, and
I am still waiting for the sky to
fall. And it hasn't. You know, if it
"goes on like this a fellow might be
tempted to try doing some of those
other things they say are
impossible, like reducing the size
of government, eliminating
Inflation, reducing tax rates and
maybe even having a budget
before we are finished."

mostly sunny
Mostly sunny and breezy today. High temperatures near 60
this forenoon but temperatures
falling into the 40s by mid or
late afternoon. Becoming
cloudy this evening with a
'Chance of light showers tonight.
Low in the upper 30s A chance
of lingering light showers early
Wednesday, otherwise becoming partly cloudy. Highs
Wednesday in the mid to upper
40s.

today's index

pro tern race, incumbent Hank Cold Spring, whip Willard C..
Cynthiana 15-14.
One Section
,
16 Pages
Hancock of Frankfort cleared the "Woody" Allen - of Morgantown
'13oth Ford and O'Daniel had
Aces
been members of the so-called
first ballorwith-the most votes. 29, and. caucus chairman Herman
Classifieds
14, 15
-Black Squadron,' an organizawhile David Thomason of Hendervi Campbellsville..
Comics
14
tion formed during the adson had 28, and 16 were cast for
Only Ratldf had opposition --Crosswords.
14
niinistration of former •Gov.
Jody Richards of Bowling Green.
Louie Guenthner of I kuisville.
Dear Abby ...
11
.of
But the subsequent ballot saw
In the Senate, Democrats decid- Julian Carroll on behalf
Dr. Lamb
4
legislative independence.
Thomason defeating Hancock ed one contested rare after F.:d
.1
Garrott's Galley
But Murphy said he did not view • Horoscope
39-34.
O'Daniel of Speingfield . withdrew
5
•
their defeats as a repudiation of
his
bid
for
whip.
45
Local Scene . •
The second runoff came in the
."I knew I didn't have the votes, that philosophy.
Obituaries.
16'
race for whip, where Jim Dunn of
Rather, he said, the entire
rdidn't ask to be nominated,"
SO
Opinion Page
:1
Pleasure-Ridge Park finished at
• said O'Daniel, who had planned to Senate now advocates
8, 9
sports
the top of both-ballots.
•Garrett • of independence.
Dunn initially received 33 votes challenge _Hel.
.The philosophica: makeup of
Paducah
for
the
post.
to 19 for Pete-Worthington, 11 for
the Senate hasn't changed," he WOULD- YOU LIKE TO (20
subsequently
Garrettwas
Ron Cyrus of Flatwoods, and 10
said, although the "label of Black CHRISTMAS 9-409fIN6 WITH
for Ramsey Morris of elected by acclamation, becoming
Sheep May be fading."
•
womanf
chosen
irst
the
ME' ONLY 24 PAYS LEFT'
.for
a
Hopkinsville. Dunn then defeated
There were no- contested-races
Senate leadership.- position- in at
Worthington 43-30 in the runoff.
among Senate Republicans, who
least 30 years.
In the final Democratic House
\
Joe Wright of Hirned had no op.- returned Eugene Sti nart of Prot
race, William Donnermeyer of position for majority leader, and .. speet as minority loader, Clyde
Middleton of Covington as whip
Bellevue.was returned as caucus Joe Prather of'Vine Grove was
• and
41
Moseley as caucus
chairman,defeiging Clay-Crupper' returned as speaker pro tem.
chairman.
of Dry Ridge 44-32. The Senate's lone- race was filr
Moiseley bad Assumed that poiHouse Republicans, meanwhile, the post of assistant president pro
4 were returning all of their intenu wherp _ tivibort Murphy 'of - ,ion earlier this year following.the
resigiidtion ef Walter Baker of
cumbents to leadershir) positions:
..1 l'or.1 of CI
minority leader Art Si hood( of
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Airliner Slams Mountain,
Killing 172 Tourists,Crew
AJACCIO, eorsica ( AP) — A
chartered DC-9 airliner carrying
172 Yugoslav tourists and six crew
members slammed into fogshrouded mountains 30 miles from
the airport here today and Ajaccio
police said all aboard were killed.

VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS — Members of the Murray-Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad are
silhoutted by flames as they combat a fire at the Hillman Coles residence near Midway in South Calloway
County Monday. Firefighters were on the scene approximately three hours and were assisted by the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

Serra-di-Ferro, about 12 miles
south of Ajaccio near the west
coast of this Mediterranean
island. A helicopter was sent to
the scene. It was not immediately
clear if this was part of the
wreckage.
Villagers reported seeing an airThey said the wreckage of the
craft apparently in trouble and
Yugoslavian Inex-Adria Airways
others said they heard one or
craft was found by search parties
more explosions, possibly as the
on the slopes above Casa
aircraft crashed into Mount San
Casalabriva, about 30 miles south
Pietro.
of Ajaccio airport, neatly_ioUr
The number of people aboard
hours after radio and radar con- the airliner was confirmed oftact with the plane was lost.
ficially in Yugoslavia, where the
High winds and fog had, one-day excursion to Corsica was
hampered efforts to locate the organized by the KOMPAS tourist
downed plane, police said.
company in Ljubljana. Most of the
Ajaccio police said the DC-9 people aboard the plane were
crashed on the west face of Mount believed to be Yugoslavian.
San Pietro. Bodies were scattered
The aircraft sent a distress
on the sides of the mountain message shortly before it was due
among the debris of the aircraft, to land at Ajaccio airport, control
they said.
tower officials said. The plane was
Civil defense workers were on final approach to landing when
taken to the scene by police the tower lost radio and radar
helicopter.
contact with the craft,they said.
Earlier police reported spotting
Neither the French regional
metallic debris near government office in
Ajaccio nor

the Yugoslav tourist company
could give the number of crew
aboard the DC-9. Both sources
said however that all those aboard
the flight were believed to be
Yugoslavian.
The worst single airplane crash
in history occurred in France on
March 3, 1974, when a Turkish
Airlines DC-10 crashed 26 miles
northeast of Paris, killing 346
people.
In July, 1973, a Boeing 707
holm-Ong to the Brazilian airline
Van* crashed in flames near Orly
Airport outside Paris, killing 122
Peopl e.
A month earlier, during the 1973
Paris Air Show, a Soviet supersonic Tupolev 144 crashed while
attempting an emergency landing
during a demonstration flight.
Eight crew members and nine
people on the ground were killed.
The worst aviation disaster in
history occurred on March 27. 1977
when Pan American and KLM
Boeing 747s collided on a runway
on Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary
Islands, killing 582 people.

Stockman Proposing Phase Out Of Urban Development
WASHINGTON (AP) — Budget main tool for helping to build or
director David A. Stockman is refurbish communities. One of the
proposing to phase out the govern- best-known projects has been the
ment's chief urban development redevelopment of the Baltimore
programs — $4.2 billion allotted to Harbor.
about 2,850 communities in every
The programs are administered
state across the nation, sources by the Department of Housing and
say.
Urban Development, whose
Knowledgeable sources, both in secretary, Samuel R. Pierce Jr.,
and out of government, said Mon- is said to be angry about the proday that Stockman hopes to posed budget cuts. Several
eliminate all new spending for sources, who asked not to be idenCommunity Development Block tified, said Pierce plans an appeal
Grants and Urban Development to President Reagan, who has
Action Grants, or UDAG, after made no final determination on
1983.
the next round of spending
The programs — successors to reductions.
urban renewal efforts of the past
A spokesman for the U.S. Con— have been the government's ference of Mayors said a phase-

University Security
Puzzled By Break-in
Murray State University security director Joe Green calls a
break-in at Franklin Hall during
Thanksgiving holidays -puzzling."
He said late Monday, about 40
rooms in the men's dormitory
were discovered unlocked late
Friday evening. "We believe the
thefts occurred sometime on Friday. But, we really couldn't do a
lot until students returned so that
we could find out what had been

stolen," he explained.
Whoever entered the rooms had
a master key to the facility, Green
said. By Monday afternoon 12 to 13
reports from students who had
belongings missing had been
received by the security department. "Numerous fingerprints
have been lifted from the dormitory. The investigation will be
ongoing," Green said.
Monday afternoon no dollar
amount had been placed on the
thefts, according to the security
director.

MSU Symphony Sets
Annual Fall Concert
The annual fall concert by tile
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra will be presented
Thursday, Dec. 3, at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Neale B. Mason will conduct the
orchestra in a program of 19th
century music featuring Kay
Gardner Bates, mezzo-soprano, as
soloist.
Bates, a member of the voice
faculty at Murray State for four
'years, has performed both in this
country and abroad. She has had
extensive operatic experience,
principally with the Opera Company of Philadelphia, the Atlanta
Opera Company, and the Barga
Opera Festival, in Italy. Before
coming to Murray, she taught at
West Chester State College, in
Pennsylvania, Westminister
Choir College, Settlement Music
Schools of Philadelphia, and in
secondary schools.
The work featuring Bates will
be the "Wesendonck" songs by
Richard Wagner. Written partly
as studies for his opera, "Tristan
and Isolde," these five songs have
the feeling of chamber music, but
with the depth and profundity of
Wagner at his best, Mason said.
The orchestration of the original
piano setting was done by Felix
Mottl under Wagner's supervision.
Another solo appearance on the
program will be that of Thomas

,The Murray Ledger & Times
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out of the two grant programs
would cause "very, very serious
problems for cities already affected by budget cutbacks and
fiscal distress."
The contemplated urban cuts
are part of a new package of sharp
reductions in non-defense programs that Reagan plans to unveil
in late January, when he sends
Congress his budget plan fa-- 1983.
Other areas targeted by
Stockman's Office of Management and Budget for large cuts
are the Environmental Protection
Agency, job training and employment programs for the poor, subsidized housing for low-income
families and a variety of other in-

Firefighters
Seeking Toys
Members of the Murray Fire
Department have asked for contributions and used toys for their
annual Christmas party, scheduled for Dec. 23 in the Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church.
Contributions will be used to
purchase new toys, firemen said.
Children attending the party will
be given one new toy, used toys
and a sack of fruit.
The department also will have a
roadblock Wednesday to raise
funds for the party, firemen added.
Contributions or toys should be
sent in care of the Murray Fire
Department.

Universities
Must Compete
Owsley

dividual assistance programs.
Community Development
money goes to most sizable communities with few strings attached. Cities use the money for such
diverse activities as upgrading
sewer facilities, building
playgrounds or tennis courts,
rehabilitating neighborhood shopping strips, reburbishing
dilapidated housing, building

community centers and financing
economic development efforts.
UDAG is specifically targeted to
aid distressed cities and towns.
Such cities as New York, Detroit
and Orlando, Fla. have won
UDA6 grants for downtown and
neighborhood development projects; 350 grants were to be made
in 1981.
UDAG money was us,-*4 in the

_redevelopment project that burned to the ground last weekend in
Lynn, Mass. Community development funds were used to help build
sidewalks in the redevelopment
area.
The community development
and UDAG programs had been
slated to receive up to ;4.2 billion
in aid during fiscal 1982, which
began Oct. 1.

Breaks Not Allowed For Farmers
Who Bale Tobacco Beshear
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state law is too inflexible to allow
breaks for farmers who chose to
sell their tobacco by the less costly
method of baling, according to
state Attorney General Steve
Beshear.
Beshear, in an advisory opinion
released Monday, said that tobacco warehousemen cannot charge a
lower selling commission for baled tobacco than hand-tied
tobacco.
Beshear said that a state law
aimed at eliminating special
rebates and other practices used
by warehousemen to attract
business apparently did not contemplate the wide-spread use of
baled tobacco.
"The General Assembly apparently has eliminated flexibility
and precluded the utilization of
reasonable classifications in coilnection with the sale of tobacco by
tobacco warehouses," Beshear
said in an advisory opinion.
-Thus, it would appear to be a
violation of the antidiscrimination provisions., for a
tobacco warehouse to charge a
lower commission to tobacco
farmers who elect to sell their
tobacco by the bale method than it
charges to tobacco farmers who
elect to sell their tobacco by the
tied method," Beshear said.
Farmers were allowed to sell
tobacco by the bale method for the
first time during the 1978-79 selling season on an experimental
basis.
Farmers had to file an application to sell tobacco by the bale
method and were limited to selling
no more than 10 percent of their
allotted crop by that method.
Applications are no longer required and farmers may now sell
as much of their crop as they
desire by the bale method, which
remains voluntary.
It costs farmers less to prepare
tobacco for market by bale than
by the more time-consuming
hand-tied method and cost

MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Larry Owsley, executive assistant
in the state Finance Department's
Office of Policy and Management
savs Kentucky's public universities have legitimate funding
needs but must learn to compete.
Owsley, speaking at a higher
educatiow,symposium at
Morehead State University Monday, said the universities must
learn to compete with other "worthy causes" for state resources.
Owsley said the Finance
Department is considering "all of
the legitimate needs of state
government" within available
resources.
-There are many consideraKay Gardner Bates
tions and we need a clear articulaMiller, French horn, who will per- tion of what is most
important,"
form the Cherubini "Concert he said. "Higher education must
Etude No. 2" with the orchestra
make its case and it needs to be as
as parti41 completion of his degree
united as possible."
requirements. This is a seldomHe called for "substantial, inperformed work of unusual formed public debate" on
higher
brilliance for the French horn, education issues related to finanMSU-Tv Auction
and well worth an occasional cial matterrs.
hearing, added Mason.
Owsley did not comment on the Begins Tonight
The orchestra will also perform budget plan recently submitted by
Beethoven's Symphony No. 8 in F the state Council on Higher
The annual MSU TV-11 auction
major, and "L'Arlesienne" Suite Education, but did say that his
Dec. 1 and 2 starting at 7 p.m.,
is
No. 1 by Georges Bizet.
department will submit its own
"The prchestra of 50 players is budget recommendations along according to Venita Lee, auction
made up of students, faculty and with the council's to the governor. coordinator.
The auction, sponsored by
area musicians, including three
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the national
high school students, and is inbroadcasting society, is held to
tended to provide orchestral exraise funds that pay for a scholarperience for the players as well as
ship and to upgrade the program
good programming for the
Listeners from the campus and
. Two juveniles were each charg- quality on MSEJ TW and WKMScommunity," Mason said. The
ed with second-degree criminal FM,the campus broadcasting staprop
free and open to the • mischief, theft by unlawful taking tions.'
public.
Items for the auction are
over $100 and third-degree
by local merchants. This
donated
burglary following a break-in in
New Concord, a Calloway County year there is clothing, hardware
items, groceries, fast foods and
Sheriff's Office spokesman said.
The youths allegedly stole guns many more.
Hosts for this yearS "Christmas
from a residence and shot out
theme"
are Tim Reding, a
The Calloway County School
several windows in a vacant
graduate student at Murray State
Board will meet in special session
house, the spokesman said.
at 5:30 p.m.,today to discuss stuThey were released into the and Alan Jackson, host of the "Undent personnel items, according to
custody of their parents, the cle Al Show," on MSU TV. Others
Dr. Jack Rose,superintendeht.
spokesman said. The juveniles include: Janice Martin, Dave
No other items were listed on
were arrested Saturday after- Shuffett, Regina Francies, and
the agenda.
Terri McCullar.
noon.

warehouses less to handle.
The opinion was for Charles
Prebble, director of the Division
of Weights and Measures in the
state Department of Agriculture.

Beshear also sent copies to Vic
Hellard, director of the
Legislative Research Commission
an i Tom Harris, executive director of the Council on Agriculture.

Reagan Wooing
Labor Leaders
WASHINGTON (AP) — Facing
the twin prospects of additional
budget cuts and major union contract negotiations early next year,
the Reagan administration is
seeking to improve relations with
national labor leaders.
President Reagan, returning to
the White House after a
Thanksgiving respite at his Santa
Barbara, Calif., ranch, was
meeting today with Roy Lee
Williams, president of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters,
and the 21-member Teamster executive board.
Reagan has remained on
relatively friendly terms with the
2 million-member Teamsters
union, the nation's largest, while
relations between the White House
and the huge AFL-CIO have been
virtually non-existent.
Robert A. Bonitati, a presidential labor adviser, said that
Reagan -wants to hear" what the
Teamsters have on their mind,
and that he expected Williams and
other union leaders would discuss
rising joblessness in the trucking
industry.
Reagan's efforts to stem inflation could hinge largely on major
union contract negotiations next
year in the trucking, auto, rubber,
electrical and oil industries.
Williams has indicated that the
Teamsters might moderate their
economic demands in negotiations
that already have begun with

Trucking Management, Inc., the
trucking industry's bargaining
arm. The two sides were poised to
exchange initial contract
demands late today.
The Teamsters president and
four other men were indicted by a
federal grand jury last May on
charges of conspiring to bribe a
U.S. senator. Williams has denied
the charges.
Reagan's meeting with
Teamster leaders was the start of
a presidential drive to improve
contacts between the administration and big labor. The chief executive will host AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland and members
of the federation's executive council in an Oval Office meeting
scheduled for Wednesday
morning.'
Meanwhile, Vice President
George Bush was joining in the
administration's new initiative.
Bush had a private meeting
here Monday afternoon with
Kirkland, and the vice president
hosted labor leaders at a reception
later in the day at his home. The
social event saluted the 100th anniversary of the founding of the
U.S. free trade union movement in
Pittsburgh in 1881.
The AFL-CIO refused to invite
Reagan to its biennial convention
earlier this month in New York. It
was the first time in modern
history the federation denied a
chief executive an opportunity to
address its convention.

Juveniles
Charged

County Board
Setz,MeetimpQ.

#
1
TV AUCTION — Murray State University student Kathy Thomas
posts bids from the 1980 tv auction. The annual fund raiser is set to begin
at 7 p.m. tonight and again Wednesday evening. Items for the auction
have been donated by local merchants. The auction will appear on MSU
TV-11.
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After an absence of 37 years,

Capitol
conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The conventional
-wisdom was that if Republican Larry Hopkins won
-.election to Congress in the 6th District, he was
imbedded in concrete and would not be seriously
challenged again.
It has not turned out that way. Hopkins is in the
midst of his second term, yet a number of
Democrats are mentioned as potential rivals next
spring.
Not necessarily in order, they include Foster Pettit of Lexington, a former mayor and cabinet
secretary under Gov. John Y. Brown"Jr.; Rep. Jim
LeMaster of Lexington; Ed Miller of Cynthiana, a
former state po'.ice official; former Lexington
mayor James Amato; Tracy Farmer of Cynthiana,
a former state Democratic chairman and now a
cabinet secretary,and Dick Robinson of Lexington,
the former state personnel commissioner currently
on special assignment in the governor's office.
The Bluegrass district will undergo some changes
if a congressional reapportionment blueprint approved by a legislative committee — with the blessing of Kentucky senior U.S. representatives — is
passed by the 1982 legislature.
The revisions won't be decisive for any candidates. The main impact is that the northern Kentucky .counties of Kenton and Campbell are
removed entirely from the Bluegrass and some northeastern counties are added.
The overwhelming Democratic tilt will be unchanged. The difference is that about 20 percent of
the voters will be new.
For 50 years, until Hopkins ran, the district
stayed Democratic. All of the prospective
challengers think it can revert to that in a year.
Hopkins seems popular with his constituents
despite his minority party label and he keeps in
close touch with trends in the 6th.
But Robinson, the most outspoken of the
Democratic prospects so far, believes Hopkins is
vulnerable despite two straight triumphs.
"The seat can be won by a capable, conservative
Democrat from Lexington (Hopkins' home base)
who is willing to put forth a tremendous effort in
time,effort and money," Robinson said.
The 41-year-old Robinson-said he is considering a
race,although he is months away from a decision.
It would not be the first time. Robinson was prepping for a race in 1980 until John Y. Brown Sr., the
governor's father, decided to enter the Democratic
primary.
"It's not good timing to run against your boss'
father," said Robinson, who was personnel commissioner at the time.
The senior Brown was defeated by state Sen.Tom
Easterly, D-Frankfort, who thereby faced Hopkins
for the second time in the general election, with the
same result as in 1978.
Easterly's political drawbacks included his
residence here, away from the populous Lexington
area, his comparative liberalism and his lack of
campaign funds. That's what Robinson means
when he claims that the incumbent has not been
challenged by a well-financed conservative.
The timing of which Robinson speaks could work
both ways.
For example, President Reagan's coattails looked good for Hopkins a month ago, but do not at the
moment because of economic conditions.
Yet, that can rebound against any Democrat using it as an issue if the economy improves by the fall
of 198i
Still, history shows that the off-year congressional elections cost seats for the president in
power. The question is whether one of those seats
might be in Kentucky.

Thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
The folks who produce wall plaques might wish to
use this farewell message,if it weren't so long:
. may God in His goodness be your guide
wherever you may have to journey,sind asthe
God of Strangers and the Friendly One, may
He receive you graciously and lead you safely
by land; and if you must go by sea, may He
sniooth the waves! And may you be loved and
honored by all you meet, welcome when you
arrive,regretted when you leave them.
This pleasant valedictory, which sounds like it
may have first been spoken by some pious Irish
monk, comes from the pen of the pagan Roman
Emperor Julian. It was written about 360 AD.
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he came home to retire in Murray
Lions. "He was a dandy," he said,
No doubt, the folks living out in the
and quoted what Aldo Forte, the
Murray High School section of town
assistant Lions coach said about
heard a mighty whoop a couple SunMains when the former Murray star
days ago when the Detroit Lions kickto the team.
reported
on
ed a field goal with six seconds left
.
"Forte
said Mains wasn't well
Cowboys
Dallas
the
beat
to
clock
the
schooled on the fundamentals when
27-24.
he arrived," he said,"but he (Forte)
The yell, I can tell you, came from
had never seen so many elbows and
Pat Covington, an old Murray boy
in his life. Mains was extremeknees
hometown
his
who moved back to
ly fast, too, for his size. He was way
last year after living in Detroit for
down on She.Lions' draft choice list,
more than 35 years.
but as soon as they got a good look at
He was watching the game on
him they realized they had landed a
television at his home at 504 Blair
— and they had."
jewel
with
chair
his
from
leaped
Street and
Mains played with the Lions for
a joyous whoop when the ball sailed
through the uprights just as time ran several seasons before being forced
to retire because of a knee injury.
out on the clock.
On one occasion, Pat went to the
22
For
Pat is a great Lions fan.
to visit with another f6rmer
hotel
the
all
to
tickets
season
had
he
years,
Murray State great, Pete
team's home games.In fact,they are
still in his family. His daughter, Jac- Gaudaskas, who was the Chicago
queline, and her husband, Robert Bears' place kicker for many years.
Owens, an auto parts salesman in Pete was a great tackle at Murray
from 1936-40.
Detroit,now have them.
• ••
His son, Pat, Jr., also lives in
sons of the late
of
three
is
one
Pat
he,
and
Mich.,
Troy,
suburb,
Detroit
E.
D.
Covington. His
Mrs.
and
Dr.
too, occasionally uses them,to cheer
in 1934, and
died
,
a
physician
father,
for the Lions.
• • •
his mother, the former Katie Irvan,
"I was privileged to see some of the in 1970.
A brother, John,livesjt 510 Broad,
grist ones," he said the other day,
Tom,the youngest, lives in Mcwhile
the
recalling those years watching
Fla.
Clenny,
freezor
snow
in
often
games,
Lions'
Pat graduated from Murray High
ing weather. Among these, he listed
Bobby Layne, Y. A. Tittle, Jim school in 1936 after playing football
Brown, John Brodie, Otto Graham. under coach Ty Holland as a blocking
back in Holland's famous single wing
Joe Smith and Alex Karras.
He was in the stands when Gil offense.
His teammates, he recalled, inMains, Murray State's great tackle
Dynamite Dunn, Gene Irvan,
cluded
the
with
played
1950s,
early
of the
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Skip Neale, W. C. Elkins, Van Huie,
Wayne Flora, ( who was the center)
G. W. Faughn and Bill McCoy among
others. But that was his Tiger era.
I'S
After graduating from high school,
he worked for a while at the Murray
Wholesale Grocery Co. and later for
Gene Huges at The Hut, the popular
student hangout at Murray State. It
is now a day care center.
All this time — seven years in fact
— he also was refereeing basketball
games in the area to supplement his
income.
Then in 1941, he married Violet
Dunn, a girl from Paris, Tenn. Rejected for military service when
World War II came along, he „and
Violet moved to Ypsilanti, mia.,where he had landed a job with the
Ford leOtor Co.
"I had to do something to make
more money," he recalled, explaining the move."Even with my basketball refereeing I just wasn't making
enough to *et by here in Murray.
He was with Ford about a year
before going to work with the
Uniroyal tire company in Detroit in
1944, and he worked there "for 35
years and two months" before retiring and moving back to Murray a
year ago lagt May. He had been gone
37 years.
•••
There was never any question in
Pat's mind about retiring anywhere
other than back here in Murray. He
had come home at least once a year
all the time he was gone, and he
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never lost contact with his frieop
here — Coach Holland, Skip, I),
Elkins and the others.
"I just wanted to live some of n:ty
life where I wanted to live it," be
said, "and it has been no problege
whatsoever for ILI to readjust ottp
lives to living in Murray,although we
enjoyed living in Detroit as long as I
worked there."
Violet has since taken a job here as
secretary to principal, Mary Ryan at
Robertson Elementary School.
"When I walked into Uniroyal and
went to work there, I had no idea I
would be there more than three or
four weeks," he said, "but before I
knew it, I had been there 35 years
and they were good to me."
"It was good steady work, the pay
was good and you could get all the
overtime you could stand." He.was a
member of the United Rubber
Workers' union.•
The plant where he worked has
since been closed one of three shut
down recently by the company
across the country. Three remain in
. production.
• ••
"I'm not doing anything no-w bat
enjoying life," he laughed. "I have
coffee every morning at Sarnmon's
Bakery with the likes of Tom Bell, J.
C. Kemp, Voris Wells and others
whom I've known for years, and in
the afternoons we reassemble for
another session at Big Joe's. There
are not many of the world's problems
that we don't solve sooner or later."

Looking back
Dads Night Program of Murray •
High School Parent-Teacher Associanun

Ten years ago
Karen Alexander of Calloway
County was one of three Purchase 4Hers to be among 37 Kentucky young
people that attending National 4-H
Congress in Chicago, Nov. 27-Dec. 3.
Wendy Williams, Vicki Pat Lamb.
Gale Broach, Marsha Ernestberger,
and Lynn Erwin were pictured as
varsity cheerleaders at Calloway
County High School. Sue Outland was
sponsor.
Twenty years ago—
Irvin L. Miller, boilerman second
class, United States Navy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Claude E. Miller, Dexter,
was serving, was serving at Glynco
Naval Air Station, Brunswick,Ga.
Named as officers of Calloway
County Fair Board were Z. C. Enix,
Robert Hendon,and Harold Beaman.
Thirty years ago—
The Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club was sponsoring
Christmas Decoration Contest as had
been its usual custom, according to
Martha Lou Cherry, contest chairman.
Purdorn Outland was auctioneer
for a sale of donated packages at
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Talents Unlimited involves, many children
"Every child becomes involved,"
is the answer teachers at Robertson
and Carter Schools give to the question, "Why are you excited about
Talents Unlimited?"
Talents Unlimited is a new
teaching method based on research
that shows about 85 percent of the
children in school will be above
average in at least one of six "talent
areas" measureable by testing.
The six talent areas are productive
thinking, forecasting, decision making, planning, communication and
academic. The academic talent is.
one which schools have traditionally
concerned themselves with: gaining
knowledge in a variety of subjects.
The other five talents assist
students in using the knowledge to
create new solutions to problems.
While those :talents have never
been neglected in classrooms,
Talents Unlimited is a program which makes an effort- to teach and
reinforce them in an organized
method.
Eunice Mills, third grade.teacher,
-whee,rree.thlgogram for the first
time this year, pouts out many Of the
activities have always been used by
teachers but usually not in an
organized way and with a definite
goal in mind.
The program is not a separate subject nor is it used onlyonce a year. It
permeates all phases of instruction

anctis used several times each week.
Teachers involved in the program
report that it has become a part of
their regular planning of activities,
much the same- as planning a math,
reading or science lesson.
Several of the teachers with whom
I talked have been working primarily
with the productive thinking talent,
although second grade teacher Jane
Taylor reported using the communication talent for the first time
recently. Consultants for the program recommend concentrating on
one or two talents each year.
Taylor describes a lesson using the
productive thinking talent. "I asked
my students to think of many different answers to "How can numbers
above ten be added together?' Some
typical suggestions included borrowing a friend's fingers to add to your
own, finding enough objects in your
desk to add to Your fingers, and putting the largest numer in your head
and adding to that.
.'!We discussed the advantages and
disadvantages pf each suggestion until we arrived t the most workable
artswerinstfa.;-,,:-my telling1hem-4" •
how to work a problem. Ihey were
each involved in arriving at the
method."
Mother applica tionlor productive
thinking is being used by Beryl
Whaley with her third grade
students. They are writing and il-

teachers in using the program.
Several teachers have also visiteti
the Eastern Kentucky University lab
school to observe the program being
used in classrooms. Recently ten
Murray teachers attended a national
conference that attracted teachers
from all over the country to exchange
information and ideas.
Whaley reports that the program is
not used exclusively in elementary
schools. Attending the national conference were a college teacher using
the multiple talent approach and
another group using it with Senior
Citizens. The college teacher told of
using the line book activity with both
her college ('lass and a fourth grade
class. The only different response,
she reported, was from a college girl
who suggested, 94se line a boy gives
you.
Expenses incurred by the project
have been paid by a grant written
last summer by Murray Supervisor
Doralyn Lanier. The Title IV-C adop- •
bon grant provides federal money to
local school systems for implementing 1J-ROE validated programs..
child become in• Why
agree when the
teachers
volved? The
threat of wrong answers is removed,
the children's natural curiosity and
imagination blossom. Talents
•Unlimited is one outstanding program that provides that opportunity.
And the children love it.
•
i •

lustrating a line book which will include different kinds of lines.
Mrs. Whaley tells of the introduction of the activity, "I explained to
my students that we wanted to think
of as many different kinds of lines as
we could. At first they were stumped
and greeted the assignment with
groans. Then a student piped up, 'a
bus line'. I congratulated him and
talked about Trailways, Greyhound,
Brooks, etc. He interrupted with,
But I meant bus lines like when we
line up every afternoon to catch the
bus home.' The other students quickly caught on after that and rapidly
added their own suggestions."
Third grade teacher Lee Pinkston
displays art work which has called
for productive thinking on the part of
her students. She gave each of them a
plastic bag enclosure and they drew
pictures using the enclosure in imaginative ways. One thawing which
particularly intrigued me was a
mountain climber. On his back was
the enclosure, looking for all the
world like a bad'pack. • •
More than seventy school systems
in She country are using' Talents.
-•&rig nated- in
rittrd
Mobile, Alabama. It is validated by
the U.S. Office of Education and
distributed through the National Diffusion Network. John Padgett is head
of NIN programs in Kentucky and
has witrkol with Murray personnel to
bring consultants here' to train

•
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Thomas Named
Kim Minter Thomas
has been elected to the
advisory board for the
Respiratory Therapy program at Aquinas Junior
College and Vanderbilt
University Medical
Center, Nashville, Tenn.
Thomas, the daughter
of Judy Travis of Murray,
and Glendon L. Minter of
Benton,is a 1976 graduate
of Marshall County High
School and a graduate of
Paducah School of
Respiratory Theraphy.

HEALTH

She is currently working
toward her associated
degree in science through
Aquinas Jr. College and
Vanderbilt University.
Thomas is scheduled to
graduate in May 1982 and

Find cause of hearing loss
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — An
ear specialist diagnosed my
hearing problem as a loss of
hearing of the high decibel
sounds. He said it was
caused by deterioration of
the nerve ending that
transmits the sound from
the ear to the brain. I was
given a hearing test that
recorded a sharp decline as
the high notes were reached.
Sometimes I have no troub-telearIng-antrothertlines I
hear sounds but the words
are garbled. I'm 63 years of
age, active and in good
health. I was told there is no
help for my problem except
a hearing aid. Is the diagnosis correct? Is it true that
only a hearing aid can help?
I am very upset about the
idea of wearing a hearing
aid and would prefer to
explore any othgr avenues.
DEAR READER — While
I can't say for sure that you
have been diagnosed
correctly, your description
certainly sounds as if you
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will be a Registered
Respiratory Therapist.
An honor student, she has
been selected as
cheerleader for the
Aquinas Jr. College
Cavaliers.
She is married to Ken
Thomas, son of Kendall
Thomas and Cassie
Carder, both of Ballard
County.

have been.
You are describing loss of
high frequency bearing. This
is the common type that
occurs as people get older.
And it is caused by nerve
damage. It is very similar to
nerve damage bearing loss
from exposure to noise.
Before anyone is fitted
with a hearing aid he should
have a careful examination
by an ear _vecialist or
abdioTogist. Mt everyone
can be benefited by a hearing aid. In many situations
the hearing aid should be
adjusted to the type of hearing disorder the patient has.
The garbled sounds you
hear suggest amplification
of some sounds and loss of
others. A plain hearing aid
may not help in that case.
One adjusted to amplify
mostly the frequencies you
have lost will.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 16-8,
Your Vital Hearing, which
explains the diagnoses and

management of the different
hearing disorders. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, - self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
There are types of hearing
disorders that can be corrected by surgery. Still others are related to diseases in
the middle ear that can be
treated and after recovery
the hearing returns. The
first step in doing the right
thing is to establish the actual cause of the hearing loss_
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a married female and am 54
years old. About two years
ago while walking at the
beach during a cool windy
day my face broke out with
red blotches. In addition, I
noticed that my thighs were
covered with red blotches.
When I went indoors the redness disappeared. I had this
condition about 40 years

ago. One doctor said my condition was chilblains and
there was not much I could
do except avoid cold weather. Until three years ago I
used to go skiing without any
ill effects. Do you think I
might overcome this condition by immersing myself in
water at progressively lower temperatures?
DEAR READER — Don't
try it. Chilblains are similar
to what you describe: Red
blotches that often itch
develop on the skin, usually
over the feet and hands. If a
person has repeated cold
exposure a chronic condition
can develop.
I don't know what you
have but there is also a condition called cold urticaria
which means hives that
develop on exposure to cold.
This is an allergic reaction.
You might get some benefits
from antihistamines before
exposure if that is the case.
Otherwise the best bet is to
avoid cold exposure.
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Tuesday,Dec.1
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
, will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

moNt"4"
wARR4t411 -f

Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
-10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at
11:45 a.m. and at Douglas
at 12 noon.

Delta Depaitment of
Iduray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
house with a special
Christmas program to be
presented.

Mission Groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m.at church.

Parents Anonprous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6917.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

Flint Baptist Church
mission groups will meet
at 7 p.m.at church.

Phebian Sunday School
Class and Bea Walker
Group of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6
p.m. in home of Fay Nell
Flora.
Murray High School
Parent-Teacher
Organization will have
open house at6:30 p.m.

Thursday,Dec.3
Welcome Wagon Club
will have a family
Christmas party at 6:30
p.m. in Community
Room, North Branch,
Peoples Bank. Each
member should bring a
vegetable or salad.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will hear a program on
"New Ideas in Christmas
Decorations" by The
Flower Basket at 1 p.m.
at club house.

Calloway County Band
Boosters will have a
potluck supper at 7 p.m.
at Calloway High School
band room.
Wednesday,Dec.2
Murray-Calloway
County 'Ministerial
Association will meet at8
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
cafeteria. A meeting of
Coordinated Food Committee will be at 8:30 p.m.
at Memorial Baptist
Church.

Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
First Baptist Church
Women will have its week
of prayer program at 9:30
a.m. in the church
chapel.

Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
Classroom 2, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Helen Hodges Gives
Review At Meeting
Helen Hodges reviewed
the book, Dibbs In Search
of Self by Dr. Virginia Axline, at a breakfast
meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's Club on
Nov. 19 at the club house.
The speaker said this
was a true story telling of
a child without love and
how he blossomed when
given love, growing into a
fine citizen. ckhe was introduced be Mary Gert-
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zen.
Hazel Crenshaw gave
devotional thoughts. La
Rue Redden, chairman,
presided. Betty Boston
announced projects for
the department.
Breakfast was served
by thr--41e=es who
were— June
r, Jimmie Lee Carmichael,
Madge Woodard, Lora
Ashcraft, Margaret
Taylor,and Gertten.
-11-1/ wind
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OPEN FRIDAY HITE
& SUNDAY 1:004:00
TILL CHRISTMAS

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
west end of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

MA.

'71r-,11111.,

colorful costumes will
entertain guests. At the
close of the program,
holiday delicacies and
coffee will be served.
Co-chairwomen of the
event, Charlene Butwell
and Lois Sparks, invite
all Murray State University Women Society
members to share in this
lovely yuletide occasion.
Members may mail
reservations to Charlene
Butwell, 1523 London
Drive, Murray,KY 42071.
If it is more convenient,
they may telephone
reservations to Charlene
Butwell, 759-4774, or Sue
Vandegrift,753-7744.

The University Center
ballroom will be the setting on Friday night, Dec.
4 for an evening of food,
music and fellowship ior
members of the Murray
State University
Women's Society and
their spouses or guests.
The event will begin at
6:30 p.m. with the traditional wassil bowl. Plans
have been made for a
musical combd to provide
seasonal selections for
the guests' listening
pleasure. Dinner is
scheduled for 7 p.m.
Following the meal,the
Murray State University
Madrigal Singers in their

,
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Society Plans Event

Community Events

$1 o9

Tonight!
7 p.m.

EVENT PLANNED — Helga Litisr, kit, and
Charlene Butwell are shown wasting on table
decorations for the Murray agate University
Women's Society Christmasdieser.

The'Showcase
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We are pleased to
announce that
Stacey Curd, brideelect of Kenneth
McCuiston has
chosen her stoneware, stainless,
and crystal from
our 'complete
bridal registry.
Stacey and Kenneth will be par-- ried.fart
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Your
Individual
Horoscope

Commission*On Women Plans Program
AboutEconomic Concerns For All Women

Fraoces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 2,1911
What kiod of day will tomorrow be? To find sat what the
stars say, read the forecast
given ler your birth Siva.

The Kentucky Commission on
Women is bringing to Western
Kentucky a Program about
Economic Concerns for all
ARIES
women.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) NIA
A carefree manner doesn't
Residents of McCracken,
sit well with higher-ups.
Graves, Marshall, Ballard,
Towards nightfall, fulfill
social obligations. Visit old • Calloway, Hickman, Fulton,
Carlisle, Trigg, Livingston and
friends.
Lyon
Counties are invited to KenTAURUS
Bar Inn for the day-long session on
(Apr.20 to May 20) elite
Saturday,Dec. 12, at 8:30 a.m.
Keeping your nose to the

tion can be obtained from Roger
Perry, County Attorney in Marshall County at 527-9228 in Benton,
or Cheryl Jackson, Co-coordinator
for the program at 443-0009 in
Paducah.

The morning general session
also includes a panel discussion on
"Economic Discrimination
Against Women," and planning
for an effective insurance and annuity program.

Registration will begin at 8:30
on Saturday at Ken-Bar Inn
located on Highway 641 in north
Marshall County, south of Kentucky. The program will be opened by members of the Kentucky
Commission on Women at 9 and
the keynote speech will be by a
well-known speaker for women's
concerns in Kentucky.

There will be a luncheon buffet
at the Seminar which is included
in the registration fee of $10 which
also covers the cost of materials
at the Seminar. The program is
approved for Continuing Education Units from Paducah Community College.
The afternoon session will be
divided into two tracks. Track I

grindstone leads to a sense of
The program is designed to
accomplishment. It's a poor
time to seek advice about in- answer the economic concerns of
women from all income and investment matters.
terest groups. Additional informaGEMINI
(May21 toJune 20) 111
4
*
You'll achieve a better
understanding with an old
(g)
love. Make arrangements for
a long-overdue visit. AcIRA G. CORN, JR.
customed haunts afford "When the king is single- for the first surprise and
•8 6 5
pleasure.
•Q 1097 5
ton, play the ace." — Rabbi Helman put down his
CANCER
4 A Q 102
Rabbi's Rule.
trump ace far the next
(June 21 toJuly 22) GO The "Rabbi's Rule" is a surprise — West's singleton
•J
Attend to domestic respon- whimsical one attributed to king dropped under the ace.
sibilities and do what is a New York attorney, Mil- Trumps were drawn and
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
necessary to add to security. ton Shattner, who was nick- declarer could now claim 10 West. The bidding:
You may want to make ar- named "The Rabbi" because
West
North East
South
tricks for down one.
rangements for a loan.
2 NT
Pass
44
of his pedantic pronounce- Four diamonds, making
LEO
50
All
mints regarding bidding four, would have certainly Pass
(July 23 to Aug. M)
pass
and play. At the Summer been a better result than
Common-sense decisions
National Championships five diamonds, down one,
Opening lead: Spade ace
are in order, especially regarheld in Boston, a genuine but who can quibble about
ding partners and other close
Bid with-Coro
man of the cloth, Rabbi minor things when a rabbi
associates. Don't goof off on
Heiman of Santa gets a rare opportunity to
Leonard
the job before noon.
South holds: 12-1-B
Fe, N.M., had a bona fide show his stuff?
VIRGO
opportunity to apply the Incidentally, East made
•K Q 107 3
(Aug.23 toSept.22) irPtIk
things a little easier for
•J 3
Be discerning about Rabbi's Rule.
•9 8 5
North used the Unusual declarer by advertising both
decorating plans. Though the
•1075
day is not exactly exciting, No Trump convention to high spades. That left few in
you'll reap profits from hard show minor suit length and high cards to justify West's
South made an invitational opening bid and perhaps North South
work on the job.
jump, to four diamonds. even a layman should have 1+ ' 1*
LIBRA
game, been able to enforce the 3 NT
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22) AEI North continued on to
impressed
by "Rabbi's Rule."
perhaps
more
ANSWER: Pass. No reason
You're in a conservative
NORTH
12-1-A
to.
insist on spades. Had
mood and should tailor enter- the rabbi's jump than the
•J 2
North been interested in
tainment plans accordingly. dards that he was looking at.
K
•
West started with the
knowing about the five.card
Children may require your
•J 7 643
spade ace and East sig•A K 9 en
suit, he could have bid
help in some way.
nalled continuation with his WEST
differently.
EAST
SCORPIO
first cashed the •A 9 4
king.
•K Q 10 7 3
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) 1"41
Westhar ace and then contin- A 8 6 4 2
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
•J3
A sense of duty prevails ued with the spade nine to •
P.O. Box 12383, Dallas, Texas 75225,
•K
•9 8 5
now. You'll be busy helping East's queen. East led back •Q 8 4 3
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
•10 7 5
for reply
others. Tackle a domestic task a low spade to South's eight
SOUTH
that you've been putting off
for too long.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Guard against personal extravagance during the morn804
ing. Don't let a friend down,
753-6656
especially one who's been
Chestnut
counting on you for
assistance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) V
Escapist tendencies prevail
before noon,-but later you'll
settle down to business and
find new ways to improve income and status.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Heed the social amenities
early in the day. A strong
sense of right and wrong
guides your actions now.
Serious thought is favored.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(Q
.
A social contact may have
the - wrong approach to a
career matter. Be philosophic
about obligations in connection with a close tie.
YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive and imaginative, but
your feelings are easily hurt.
Don't let a desire for harmony
keep you from taking a chance
now and then. A need for
security can keep you from
deviating ftom established
routine to your own detriment.
The spirit of adventure should
be allowed to take hold. Then
you will be innovative and will
(Spring Bp
re
e
ihWeeketwi)
ln
make a unique contribution to
your field. Music, acting, dancing, art and creative writing
are some of the areas which
promise you success. Empathetic, you'd make a good
teacher, psychologist or
counselor. Birthdate of:
MSU Students Excluded
MSU Students Only
Charles Ringling, circus exMust Be 18 Yrs. of Age
Must
Be 18 Yrs. of Age
ecutive; Alexander Haig,
No Purchase Necessary
No Purchase Necessary
Secretary of State; and Julie
Harris,actress.

THE ACES

41244a

Dr. Ruth Cole discussed the "Hospice 'Program" and showed slides
concerning the service
organization at a meeting
Thursday, Nov. 19, of the
Hazel Woman's Club at
Hazel, Community
Center.
The guest speaker
related information about
the history of the program and also told about
the local program in
Calloway County. She invited interested persons
to attend the training program, under her
guidance, to start in
February.
Mrs. Tommy Paschall,
president, presided and
led in the pledge to the
flag: Devotional corn-

4"7-4*:
--44--.
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•
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You Can Lose

ments were by Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore. Plans
for the club's sale of
Bright of America 'Products were discussed.
Hostesses for the social
hour were Mrs. Max
Par
Parks and Mrs. Tommy
Story. Other members
present were Mesdames
Hughes Bennett, Jackie
Butterworth, Lal Elliott,
Steve Knott, Jim Lamb,
James R. Latimer, Phil
Liddle, Dale Nance,
Lawrence Overby,
Gerald Ray, Houston
Ray, Charles Storey,
Wayne Wesson, and
Harold Wilkinson.
The club planned its
December Christmas
supper at Dakota Feed
and Grain.

10-15 Lbs.
,k

In The Few Weeks
Left Before
Christmas
,k Call Us Today
For An
A Appointment
ft' 753-0020
',A A 1HE tosiAt
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CHRISTMAS &tics so(e/
Give A
Needlewomon
Gift Certificate

Prices Good Thai
Sat. December 5

4.4t,
)
1
KNITTED '

41•

44.•
a•Pdo'
•f

99

9.6916
9.79.

Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N. Arcadia

CORDUROY
SOLID COLOR
POLYESTER & COTTON
45" WIDTH
Regular 13.99 Yd

•

4

14 Mles.-Temes.-Set.
94 Wed.-Tlours.-fri.
1-5 Sewirsy

'2"
•

"••

I i;

- -ATTRACTiVf STY,45 & COLORS- USE POIAMOMENTS,
DECORATIVE, CUSTOMIZING
CARS & VANS,
STUFFED TOYS, FTC
Wiwi STOCK Reg 15 9910 114 99

dog 17 99 Y4

V- OFF
/30//0
souost men 15111

QUILT BLOCKSPZ4L,T,T.'"
/
3
41
ARES Rig

$100.00
in Cash

19c

25'
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STITCRRY KITS

.0

NOW
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I I
$1 7
I

45 Wad 1444 TI64.•

POLY FILLING

si"

1 POUND SAG ITFC, t 7 69

•

' I,•' ••••(.1
'

•

*Is S•140.0.
Intr. Stall
No/ Included

sal laIRS

P0(9E519 IL COTTON WITH POMMY FILLING
INVINSIOU
MCA/ CMS
top •99
111.4 3 99
NOW

•

Reg 8.99 To 10 99

SOUDS 1. MINTS — 45 WICITH INASHAKE

Caton

sow tour
•O 15191 I ,n.To..
14 Ina YAW PI CIF

Reg 6 99 8, 7 99

I

00

RIMY

• 4,

54" matte0" WIDTHS
COORDINATING
TARTANS, CLASSIC
PLAIDS, HEATHERS,
CHECKS, AND SOLIDS

CHRISTMAS,PRINTS
45 DEtORATIONS
whttirG'7FTS' $299

Alt ACRYLIC I ACITYLK SUNOS
JOGGING SUITS,
FTC2
$ 99
UPROSE'S,
"
60 WIDE-MANT COLONS Ise. 13 99

11,'OD

X VII
gni um

POLYESTER & COTTON

WARIIIIP FLEECE

rir MAI

0

$99

WOOLENS

4
. 4

SUEDE

• olyes,ir
60 WIDTH SORT AND ELIGMIT
101M roe SUITS PANTS SKIRTS
49515 DIMS ACM'S FTC

•

Ti'

art,
A
PIP
MUM

Everyone Is 4Winner!
To Be Given Awuy:

$100.00
in Cosh

ther with the presenters and
representatives of the sponsors.

We Hare Strawberry Shortcake

'Registration i Starts Dec. 1st
*Drawing will be Feb. 20, 1982
at the M.S._ U.—Tertnessee Tech
Basketball Game

3 Days,3 Nights at the Hilton 5 Days,5 Nights at
Daytona Beach, Florid
Head in South Carolina
Plus

Speakers will be coming from
institutions and organizations in
Western Kentucky and across the
state. A reception will follow the
Seminar when participants can
meet and discuss the issues fur-

leriiii0411160110

•.

Mr. Gatti's Great
Gatti-Way
Sweepstakes

Free Trip

The program Ls being developed
and presented for the Kentucky
Commission on Women by PROJECT NUMBER ONE, the
citizen's assistance program in
the Office of Roger Perry. County
Attorney for Marshall County
Various businesses in Western
Kentucky are assisting in defraying the costs of the program
All interested persons may preregister by writing PROJECT
NUMBER ONE, P.O. Box 214.
Benton, KY 42025. No payment of
advance registration is required
and everyone is invited to attend
whether pre-registered or not

Credit Cards and Coupons, and
Basic Wills and Estate and Planning. Track II explains IRA's, Tax
Shelters and Deferred Pay Plans;
Effective Investment: and Borrowing Power.

Dr. Cole Discusses
Hospice Program

3ekif

Free Weekend

will deal with basic economic concerns; Basic Money Management,

•

•

-04451NiVg.:

••••

CHRISTMAS SLIPPERS

Scandia Taupe 1 (-+

She'll love to begin and end each day in comfy slippers from our Daniel
Green Collection. A most welcome Holidoy gift, and one that will last
Come in early to ensure a Bright Green Christmas

Scamp, Bone 18.00

vaitiftawit)
Dormie

Happy

Gold, White, Block 1 5 00

It. Blue, Block 20.00

OPEN

NIGHTS

Open Six Nights 'til 8:30, Sundays 1:06

la 5:00

uqllIrs
•

•

TR.8;30
Open Six Nights 'til 8:30, Sundays 1:00 'til 500
101=0,

11111•1=1•••

- t'
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Kappa Department To Present Tour

Of Homes For Christmas Season
The Kappa Department member.
One of the houses on the
of the Murray Woman's
Club will present a tour of tour is the home of Mr.
three beautifully, and Mrs. Kim Wallis on
decorated homes during Butterworth Road. The
Wallis home is Dutch Colthe Christmas season.
The cost to tour the ony style. The front door
three homes is $4. The and side lights have stainhomes may be visited ed glass windows designfrom 1-4 p.m. Sunday, ed and constructed by
Dec. 13. Tickets may be Jack Wallis. There are
purchased from Pier I, many unique features to
Bamboo Gardens, see in this home, but of
Evelyn's Beauty Shop or particular interest are
trom any Itappa- - the number of—unusual

antiques. There is an antique high chair that is
approximately 200 years
old. The foyer in the
Wallis home is 16 feet
high and has a large iron
brass fixture thit hangs
from the ceiling. The winding staircase is
decorated for the holiday
season.
The second home on the
tour is the home of Dr.
and Mrs. Gordon Vire on
Edinborough Drive The

Mr. and Mrs. Don Kelly Home

Mr. and Mrs. Kim Wallis Home

Dr. arid Mrs. Gordon Vire Home

SHOW
OU CARE
16K TRS-80
Model III
Computer

Give Your Child A Brighter
Future This Christmas!

• Helps with Reading,
Math, Science, and
Other Subjects
• Huge Library Of
Software
• Includes Intro To
Programming
• Play Exciting
Games, Too
A Model III is the ideal way to introduce your son or
daughter to computers. It's an "all-in-one" personal computer that expands as skills and needs grow. The price is
easily justified when you consider the learning potential a
Model III has to offer. Invest in your child's future now—
it's the investment of a lifetime.

Radio Ihaeli
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK
COMPUTER CENTER, STORE,
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

immL•mir

John Deere
Space Neaten;
stop winter chill
almost
anywhere
Four models are
available to heat machine
sheds, workshops,
cabins . anywhere
115-volt current is
available Chrome
handles and easy-rolling
wheels make these
heaters truly portable All
burn either kerosene or
No 1 or No 2 fuel oil Fuel
saving thermostat is
standard on 350.00-BTU
model, optional on
50.000-. 90.000- and
150.000-BTU models
ri
:
ot

/
14:1011.11 DUN)

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Hermitage Place. The
house is a New England
Salt box style and is
decorated with many early American antiques.
This is a very warm and
comfortable home. The
foyer opens to a lovely
early. American dining
room with a beautiful
blue patterned wall
paper. The living area is
filled with interesting antiques that the Kelly's
have collected over the
years. Mrs. Kelly has
many articles such as antique eye glasses, old
lamps and many old
books that were given lo
her by her grandmother.
The living room is open to
the kitchen area which is
a colonial style kitchen
with copper pans hanging
from the ceiling. la the
master bedroom there is
a beautiful four poster
bed and all the matching
furniture is from the early American period.
There are three
bedrooms upstairs that
reflect the personality of
the three Kelly children.
Mrs. Kelly has some very
unusual Christmas
decorations which she
has designed herself.
Many of the ideas are
from houses she has seen
The third house on the in Williamsburg, Va.,
tour is the home of Mr. during the Christmas
and Mrs. Don Kelly on season.

house could be described
as Southern Colonial. The
house was designed by
Mrs. Vire and her brother
Wayne Clayton. The
house was built by Mrs.
Vire's father James
Clayton and his brothers
Larry and David. There
are many interesting and
unique features to see in
the Vire home. In the
foyer, there is a nineteenth century Cornish
Organ which wag a birthday present for Dr. Vire's
grandmother on her sixteenth birthday. The
organ was brought up to
Western Kentucky by
river boat from Nashville
around the turn of the
century. The living part
of the house is spacious
and open and lends itself
to the summertime with
sky lights in the ceiling of
one room.Off of the living
room is a lovely garden
room where the Vire's
have placed their
Christmas tree. Over the
doorway to the garden
room are stained glass
windows designed by
'Jack Wallis. Off of the
master bedroom is a
large bathroom, with a
jacuzzi whirlpool bath in
the middle of the room.

Here's the Answer

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I bought a new wooden
door for the entrance to our
house. The man in the lumber
yard told me it has a coat of
primer on it. Will this be
enough to protect the door from
the weather?
A. — No. It should have at
least two coats of paint over
the primer. The important
thing in painting any door is to
cover the ends and the edges as
well as the main part of it.
When a door warps because
moisture has entered it, the
chances are that the moisture
entered through ends" or edges
which were not thoroughly
coated.

a reason for this? Does the reason apply to a roller as well 'as
a brush?
A. — It was a way of reducing the chance of leaving brush
maks. With rollers and with
modern paint, it is unlikely
there will be marks where you
leave off and start again, but
the pgssibility still exists,so you
would be wise to follow the old
method of painting across the
narrow width. As you work, always go from the dry areas toward those just painted. Also,
don't start a ceiling unless you
are reasonably certain you can
finish it without interruption.

wasn't noticed for some time
and apparently soaked right
through the finish, into the
wood. We used varnish remover and got the top fairly clean
and smooth, but some of the
stain is still there. Can we sand
it off?
A. — Possibly, but it is likely
to remain there if it has gone
deeply into the wood. Your best
solutOn would be to bleach the
entire table top so that the surface is a uniform color. Finish
the top as though the wood never had been treated.
Q. — Our roof needs new asphalt shingles. Can they be put
on right over the old shingles?
A. — Generally, yes, but not
if there are already two or
three layers there and, even
then, only if the old shingles
are in good enough shape to
furnish a solid base. Presumably, you will have the job done
by a professional roofer. He
can advise you about the feasibility of reroofing Over the old
shingles.

(Painting techniques and the
uses of rollers and brushes are
explained in Andy Lang's booklet, "Paint Your House Inside
and Out," which can be obtained by sending 50 cents PLUS a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)

Q. — Our house has wooden
shingles on the side of it. There
appears to be some kind of
transparent stain on it that is
worn in spots. We would like to
paint it. Can we put on the
paint right over the stain or do
we have to remove the stain?
A. - Stain which sinks into the
wood is virtually impossible to
remove. You can apply paint to
Q. — I have painted many
the wood, but first apply some rooms in our house over the
kind of sealer so that whatver years, but my husband did the
stain is left does not bleed ceilings. Now that he is no
through. For a good result, ap- longer with me, and I have to
ply two coats.
do the ceilings as well as the
walls, I would like your help. I
Q. — Some years ago, water remember that he always
was spilled on the top of our painted across the narrow
birch din:ag-room table. It width of the ceilings. Was there

HOUSE

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT — An interior storm window that lasts indefinitely. .
Manufacturer's claim — That
it is made of aluminum, is easy
to put together and simple to
install ... that it not only
blocks the loss of heat or airconditioned air, it can be
opened any time for fresh air
and cleaning, unlike other inside storm windows ... that it
includes p-quality pile weatherstripping ... that there is no
need to miter corners ... that
it can be installed even on windows that are very old and out
of iquare . that it comes in
both hinged and sliding versions and thus can be used on
virtually any kind of window
.. . that it can also be used for
screened porches, enclosed
patios, campers and mobile
homes.

Tree More Possum
With

Rex Dog Food

699

50 Lb.(25% Protein)$

51) Lb.(21% Protein)$77S

Special-Special-Special
High Protein Purina
Buy 50 Lb. Reg;Price $13.99
Get 10 Lb. Free
$2.75 Savings

20% Off All
Remington
Chain Saws

PURINA
CHOWS

THE PRODUCT — A new
heating system involving the
use of radiant heating panels.
Manufacturer's claim — That
the radiant panels are installed
on ceilings for maximum efficiency ... that each panel is a
self-contained heating system
... that one panel per room
will generally maintain comfortable air temperatures .
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••111%
•
•
•
•
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DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

-

G.E.Smoke Alarm
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $18 99
LESS $5 00 MFR $ 1399
REBATE ONLY

Sonic Men's
Alarm Watch

Kodak Colorburst 50

Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

$1299

$

(C)

99
9

Windsor Cassette
Recorder AC/DC

Holiday Favorites

#2186 or N219'
Revco's low,
everydey
discount price

$2195

(Al
(8)

Old Spice
Lighthouse
Decanter
#3828
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price
$529

• --Wince Matchabelli
Prince Matchabelli
Cachet Gift Set
Men's Travel Set
Spray Cologne
Aftershave .75 f1. oz
.65 fl oz.
Cologne .75 fl. oz.
Talc 1 oz
Deodorant 1 oz.
Revco's low,
Revco's low,
everyday
$595
everyday
$569
discount price
discount price

(s)Electric Can Opener

Mold

Toaster

A,,<,r)rte(i .1a' 's

#1232B 2-slir ,
Revco's low, $1099
everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $21 99
Old Spice
Telescope
Decanter
#3840
Revco's 10W,
everyday
discount price

#1983
Concentrated
Cologne 1 fl. oz
Concentrated
Cologne Spray .4 fl. oz.
Revco's low,
$/99
everyday
discount price

$529

4 799

LESS $400 MFR $
REBATE ONLY
Faberge Woodhue
Gift Set •
Spray Cologne 1.7 fl oz
Batn Powder 5 oz
Revco's low,
everyday
$599
discount price

Conair New Twist
#13C10
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $8.99
LESS $2.00 MFR $
99
REBATE ONLY

Revco's low, $
everyday
discount price
ID) G.E. Steam

099
ea

Dackjack Leisure Seats
Dy La-Z-Boy Asst
$
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

A39
Wiea

Cy

Dry iron
Revco's low. $
everyday
discount price

399

n'aei
vareal..""
••••■■•■••

Charlie
Concentrated
Cologne, Spray

•

Revco's low.
everyday
discount price $469

(El Munsey Self
Buttering Popper
#cp 4 4 Q1
Revco's low, $
n99
everyday
INir
discount price

Look good...and save!

#099R 1250 watt
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $11.99
LESS $2.00 MFR. e
SI099
REBATE ONLY:

(A) Master

(c) Mr. Coffee
stCM 1 Makes 10 cu;),

Revlon
"Adventures
With Charlie"
Gift Set

Conair Pistol Power

Time-saving gifts to
tuck under your tree!

Clairol Tender Tweez
spT

31 pc. Ovenwore

Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

$599

$1499

tr

(F) Waring
Hand Mixer
#1,04, 111 ,Revco's low. $
everyday
discount price

99

Good Air
Ecologizer -- -.Revco's low. $

99

everyday
discount price

Rival Crock Pot
with removable crock
Ot
*3150M
999
ildvco's low, $
everyday
discount price

Christmas Cards
Boxed 20 s
Revco's'ow,
everyday
discount price

$I 59 .

Pick up matt in rebate forms at ar
Revco D•scoarei Drug Center

Pick up mail en rebate forms at env
Reece Discount Driro Comm.

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including:

•

Vt.% all

the

catti gt:1 25d.
e4e

Items available while quantities last

MURRAY

753-8304
Bei Air
• Shopping Center •
P
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Sleets Tops 1,000 Points

Clemson Gains Peak
MSU Competition Comes From Within For First Time Ever
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Most college basketball
coaches would love to be
in Ron Greene's position
these days.
The Murray State cage
rO-IIing tncontroller is talent and some of his
biggest problems are
coming in trying to appease everyone's
voratious playing appetite while jelling a compatable, cohesive playing
unit.
After two regular
season games and one exhibition the Racers stand
at 3-0. Monday their
latest triumph came
against a team averaging
99 points its first two contests.
MSU held West
Virginia Tech to 67 while
traipsing to 84 points
themselves.
"I'm not estatic by any
means," Greene admitted in the Racer Room
reception area.
-Especially with our
passing. We haven't put
anyone away yet like I
know we can. Of course
we've had a lot of new
faces out there and
they're trying to learn a
new system. I thought we
boarded up much better
tonight than we did in the
first game," he added.
The 17 point victory
margin launched the
Racers through the
season's initiation in high
fashion although Wednesday MSU travels to
Southern Illinois University where they'll face
competition equally as
tough, if not tougher,than
the first two regular opponents.
Despite the toughness
of the Racers' early opponents, their toughest
competition is actually
coming from within their
own squad, against their
fellow Blue and Gold clad
teammates.
Transfer Sammy Curran described the
pressure in the post-game
lockerroom.
Curran started at

center and accumulated
only 18 minutes on the
floor. Seven rebounds and
six points later he spent
most of the evening watching his teammates
have a field day.
"Right now I've got
three guys behind me
within grabbing distance.
It's good to have this kind
of competition, though, it
really is. Without it the
whole game loses
something. The only
thing is when you're in
there, you've got to be
sure of your shot, sure of
every pass. You don't
have room to mess up,"
Curran said.
Shooting with one eye
on the bench is becoming
second nature for most of
the Racers by now and a
few are even learning to
adjust to life in the fast
substitution lane.
Each player is going to
have to understand what
his role is, Greene explained.
Mike McDuffen and
ever-steady Lamont
Sleets are two guards
Greene used as examples
of improving role players
— McDuffen defensively
is utilizing his 6-3 build
and excessive strength to
slow opponents' scoring
threats. Monday he
limited Sedate Threatt to
22 points although the
Tech guard had previously averaged 29.5. Against
Missouri-Kansas City he
virtually silenced the
Kangaroos' best man
from the field in the second half.
Sleets, on the other
hand, has accumulated
more playing time than
any other Racer and

despite two off nights of
19 and 22 points, he
managed to break the
1,000 career point mark
just two games into his
junior year.
But the soft-spoken
Sleets has been indoctrinated into the team
conditioning, winning for
the group, championship
for one means championship for all philosophy.
"It's nice to get that
(1,000 point goal) out of
the way," Sleets said offhandedly, before adding
that now he could settle
down to more important
business like obtaining
team goals and such.
With individual goals
being second, as in Sleets'
case, Greene envisions a
successful college team
playing for the fun of the
sport.
-( Ricky ) Hood climbed
the boards again tonight
and did a good job in
there ( 15 rebounds One
of the things I like about
him-is he enjoys playift
the game so much — he's
actually enjoying himself
out there. Maybe the
others will take the que
from him and just have a
good time playing the
game. That's what it's all
about anyway," Greene
said.
The Racers get a brief
breather today before the
road trip to Carbondale
Wednesday followed by
another homestand on
Saturday against Arkansas College. Monday the
Racers have an appointment in South Bend, Ind.,
with the Fighting Irish of
Notre Dame.
W. VIRGINIA TECH(67)
Price 8 2-3 18, Smith 2 2-2 6,
Brown 3 0-2 6, Threatt 10 2-4 22,
Morrison 1 1-2 3, Scott 2 0-0 4,
Jasper 2 0-3 4, Harris 1 0-0 2,
Thomas 02.22. Totals 299-1867
MURRAY STATE(84)
Hood 43-4 11, Green 6 0-0 12,
Curran 3 0-0 6, Sleets 7 8-11 22,
Hammonds 3 3-3 9, Bolden 2 2-2 6,
McDuffen 2 0-0 4, Brady 2 0-0 4,
Stewart 2 0-0 4, Slaughter 1 0-0 2,
Sanders 0 2-2 2, Martin 1 0-1 2.
Totals 33 18-2384.
Halftime — Murray St. 42, W.
Virginia Tech 33. Fouled out —
Threatt. Total fouls — W.
Virginia Tech 20, Murray St. 18. A
— 3,400 est.

By the Associated Press
For the firs tune in the
46-year history of The
Associated Press college
football poll, the Clemson
Tigers are No.1.
Clemson today became
the seventh team this
season — the old record
was five — to take over
the No.1 position.
Michigan, Notre Dame,
Southern California,
Texas, Penn State and
Pitt all failed to hold it.
Pitt was the latest victim of 1981's No.1 jinx.
After four weeks at the
top, the previously
unbeaten Panthers plummeted to 10th place when
they were destroyed by
Penn State 48-14.
That left Clemson (110) as the only undefeated
club among the NCAA's
137 Division I-A teams.
The Tigers received 63 of
68 first-place votes and
1,351 of a possible 1,360
points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers
and sportscasters in the
last regular-season poll of
the season.
The national champion
will be announced in the
final AP poll following the
bowl games. That poll
will be released on Sunday, Jan.3, 1981, at 6:30
p.m., EST. Clemson will
meet fourth-ranked
Nebraska in the Orange
Bowl on New Year's
Night.
"The only thing I'd like
to do," Clemson Coach
Danny Ford said, "is
what six other folks ain't
done, and that's figure
out how to stay there."
The five other firstplace votes went to
Georgia, Nebraska,
Southern Methodist,
Penn State and Miami,
1,000 POINTER — Murray State's Lamont Sleets Fla.
broke the 1,000 point career scoring mark Monday
Georgia, the defending
night against West Virginia Tech.Photo by Liz Rector national champion,

All SEC Team Announced

received 1,255 points and
moved up from third
place to second. The
Bulldogs, who will meet
Pitt in the Sugar Bowl,
are 9-1 and wind up the
regular season against
Georgia Tech on
Saturday.
Alabama, which tied
Georgia for the
Southeastern Conference
crown, defeated Auburn
28-17 and finished 9-1-1
overall, received 1,188
points in climbing from
fourth to third. ---- Nebraska jumped from
fifth to fourth with 1,104
points, followed by
Southern Methodist, up
from sixth to fifth with
1,050. The Mustangs, who
won the Southwest Conference title, are ineligible for a bowl game.
Texas, which will oppose Alabama in the Cotton Bowl, rose from
seventh to sixth with 959
points after defeating
Texas A&M 21-13. Penn
State vaulted from 11th to
seventh with 918 points
following its rout of Pitt.
Southern Cal and Miami
held onto the eighth and
ninth spots with 844 and
827 points, respectively.
also on probation,
wound up 9-2 by
demolishing Notre Dame
37-15. Pitt rounded out the
Top Ten with 796 points.

State, UCLA and
Washington State.
Although there were
some changes in the
order, the Top Twenty
teams were the same as
last week.
The Tip Twenty term in The Associated Preen college Melba pod,with (Intranet votes in paratkeses, seam',
record eel total poets. Pouts based on
21-19-1617-16-15-14-t3-12-11.1644-744-44
1 Clemson 43)
I Georgia 111
3. Alabama
4. Nebraska I 11
6. So. MethodistII
6. Teem
1. Pam St. 11)
1. So Caldornta
1.fla.
Mast.
0. Pittabergh
11. Nati Cardin
11 liashingtee
131o,,
14. Brigham Yotmg
II, Ohio St
14 Michigan
17 Ariume
11. So. littawastppi
19 UCLA
X MtMellelm St-

114-4
11-14
9-1-1
9-2-0
10-11
9-1-1
9-2-0
9-24
9-2-0
10-14
244
9-34
644
10-24
11-34
141
944
9-1-1
7-3-1
S-2-1

1,351
1.255
1.111
1,104
i3 O
909
0111
1144
1127
no
653
114
537
317
364
314
310
271
190
132

Bowie
Awaits
X-Ray
Date

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — With the University of Kentucky's No. 2ranked Wildcats about to
start a tough December
basketball schedule,the
big question is whether
Sam Bowie's broken leg
has mended.
Kentucky will meet
That dropped North
Carolina from 10th to Ohio State Saturday at
11th. The rest of the Columbus, Ohio before a
Second Ten consist.. of national television
Washington, Iowa, audcence.
Also before January,
Brigham Young, bhio
State, Michigan, Arizona the Wildcats meet defenState, Southern ding national champion
Mississippi, UCLA_ and Indiana, No. 1-ranked
North Carolina, Kansas
Washington State.
Last week, it was Penn and Notre Dame.
The 7-foot-1 Bowie's left
State, Washington, Iowa,
BYU, Ohio State, shinbone is scheduled for
Michigan, Southern X-ray examination at 2
Mississippi, Arizona p.m. Thursday, and
Bowie says if a hairline
fracture has completely
healed, he will report for
practice at 2:30.
"Give me 15 minutes to
get back and five to get
dressed," he said.
If not, Bowie and Coach
Joe Hall confirmed, the
Junior will stay on the
--sidelines. each landed four players
Also in question is the
on the team.
condition of Jim Master's
Besides Wilcox, .the right elbow, his shooting
Crimson Tide also was elbow, which was
represented by defensive hyperextended in a colliend Mike Pitts, middle sion with teammate Dirk
guard Warren Lyles and Minniefield during the
cornerback Jeremiah Akron game.
Castille.
X-rays showed no
Joining Walker and break, but the pain kept
Belue from the defending Master grounded for the
national championship final 32 minutes of the
Georgia team were wide gameifind Hall said his
receiver Lindsay Scott availability wTII- be
and defensive tackle day-to-day.
Hall also faces quesJimmy Payne.
Others named to the of- tions of execution, such
fensive unit were wide as how to attack a zone
receiver Wamon Buggs of defense and how to
Vanderbilt, tight end tighten UK's defense.
Against Akron, KenMalcolm Scott of Louisiana State, tackles Keith tucky hit more baskets
Uecker of Auburn and from 15 feet and farther
Pat Phenix of Mississip- than it hit layups, 11 to 10.
pi, guard Ken Hammond And most of the layups
of Vanderbilt, center Lee resulted from breakaway
North of Tennessee,runn- opportunities rather than
ing back James Jones of from working the ball inFlorida and place-kicker side the zone.
Master was effective
Brian Clark, who set a
single-season SEC record early, hitting three of his
with 18 field goals in his four field goal attempts,
all from outside the zone.
final season at Florida.
"He seemed to have his
The remainder of the touch," Hall said. "It's a
No. 1 defense consisted of shame he had to come
end Billy Jackson of out."
Mississippi State, tackles
At intermission, KenDavid Galloway of tucky had squandered all
FIA3'la and Glen Collins but four points of what
of Mississippi State, had been a 15-point lead.
linebackers Wilbur Mar- But Derrick Hord, who
shall of Florida and led the scoring with 28
Danny Skutack of Auburn points, scored 14 points on
and defensive back Andy one 4:46 stretch as the
Molls of Kentucky.
lead swelled from 10
points to the widest
Walker, G&rgia's in- margin,19.
credible sophomore who
The 6-8 junior was swithas one game remaining ched by Hall from guard
this season, rambled for to forward.
1,666 yards in 10 games "I'm just trying to look
and needs only 20 against for the things(shots)I'Ve
Georgia Tech Saturday to been passing up before,"
%Ake SEC single Hord said. "As long as he
season record held by (Hall) keeps saying okay.
former LSU star Charles I'll keep taking them. I
Alexander. Jones had 617 =I'm doing the right
yards rushing,le paining
and 182 hi pass receptions
Hall said,"1 hope that's
for Florida.
the new lord."

Walker,Cooks, Wilcox Head
List Of Repeat Candidates
ATLANTA (AP) — AllAmerican tailback
Herschel Walker of
Georgia, linebacker
Johnie Cooks of
Mississippi State and
safety Tommy Wilcox of
Alabama head The
Associated Press AllSoutheastern Conference
football team for 1981 announced today.

The trio of stars, all
repeaters from the 1980
team, were the only
unanimous choices in the
voting by a special 11man board of sports
writers and broadcasters
from throughout the
seven-state SEC area.
There were three other
repeaters from last
year's squad —

quarterback Buck Belue,
who has a gaudy 26-2
record as the starter at
Georgia, offensive guard
Wayne Harris of
Mississippi State and
punter Jim Arnold of
Vanderbilt.
Alabama and Georgia,
the conference cochampions this season,
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10% Discount On All
New Tree Removals From
Now Until December 31st
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BY JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
PARIS, Tenn. —
Anyone aiming for Murray High School's boys
basketball team to go
undefeated this year was
sorely disappointed after
Monday's 66-59 loss at
Henry County High.
But anyone tempted to
dispair over the team's
season opener should see
Carry Miller — he says
the Tigers have a long
way to go and there are
better things awaiting
this team.
±5414 were up on them
with six minutes to go,
but then we missed three
straight and they hit
three straight. Henry
County shot really well
and we committed some
turnovers and missed
some easy shots that
might have turned it
around," Miller said. "Of

course," he added, "No
coach likes to lose, but I
realize it's early and
we're going to be a lot
better before it's all
over."

the night wasn't to be his
for fanfare. Fellow
'Tigers Stewart Alexander and Ronnie Pace
picked up excess scoring
slack whenever possible
with Alexander recording
Many of the Tigers' 13 and
Pace earning 12.
early mistakes" were attributed to the team's
The Tigers actually
lack of experience out-rebounded the
together while the Patriots, 30-13, but when
Patriots, veterans of two it boiled right down to it
games already, were able the Patriots hit the
to capitalize
on the necessary shots and the
breaks.
northern visitors didn't.
HCHS didn't give up
Henry County (Tenn.) many opportunities
for
pushed its recored to 2-1 the Tigers to
score
easy
on the strength of 21 point as
the Patriots commitshooting by Tod Hays and ted only
seven team fouls
19 pitched in by James the
entire
Haynes, both seniors. The ander was game. Alexthe only Tiger
duo teamed up for six re- to go to the
charity stripe,
bounds apiece and kept hitting on
three of his four
MHS from making head- free throws.
way the entire game.
"Late in the game we
Jim West cashed in on made a few mistakes
and
20 points and hauled in 14 it showed they
(HCHS)
Lam-high rebounds but were a more experienced

team," Miller said. The first at 6.30 p.m. In Mon- ly eight points and
11 reTiger coach went on to day's Junior varsity game bounds in the losing e.
explain how things the host Patnots again fort.
weren't going to get much came out on top, this time
V CUM WI i414111
IICRAAY tam se
easier on the MRS squad the final was 50-47.
WM Wiliam I 184 I. /Mom Part 6 04
as they hit the road again
Jai WM di 84 U.Sewn twarwoor $
Jon Billington led the
54 13 Al Weft 1 Mt David IletMern I 18
Friday against perennial Tigers with 10 points and I.
MAImam I 114 I
powerhouse Mayfield in a three assists while forNM,ODIUM U I
Rem' Tim II Tod NMI n. Jaaw.
boys matchup with the ward Marc Mayfield Nemo
M. Kerry
junior varsity playing came off the bench to tal- WIM:p Nieto May 7 Tase Mbar,

Ball Just Wouldn't Find
Bucket For Lady Lakers

CHARGING — While going up for a couple Of points
against Henry County Monday night, Tiger Jim West
(41) was tharged with charging. Drawing the offense
was Patriot high-scorer Tod Hays(23).
Photo By Jim Rector

SCOREBOARD
Running backs -- Herschel
Walker, Georgia, 6-1, 222,
sophomore, Wrightsville, Ga.;
James Jones, Florida, 6-3, 234,
junior, Pompano Beach,Fla.
Kicker - Brian Clark, Florida,
The Tip Twenty teams in The Associ6-2,193, senior,Sarasota, Fla.
ated Press college basketball poll, with
Defense
first-place vods in parentheses, season's
Ends - Billy Jackson,
record and total points Points based on
Mississippi State, 6-1, 220,
20-19-18-17-1645-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2sophomore, Plant City, Fla.;
1,
Mike Pitts, Alabama. 6-5, 241.
1. North Carolina 1451
junior, Baltimore, Md.
1,134
2. Kentucky Ii
LOV
Tackles - David Galloway,
3. Louisville
1,899
Florida, 6-3, 283, senior, Tampa,
4. Wichita St.
E9
Fla.; Glen Collins, Mississippi
5. Virginia 11
909
State, 6-6, 260, senior, Jackson,
6. Iowa
036
Miss.; Jimmy Payne, Georgia, 67. DePaul
70
4,243,junior, Athens,Ga.
I. UCLA
644
Middle guard - Warren Lyles,
9. TWsa
634
Alabama, 6-3, 253, senior, Pinson
10. Minnesota
YA
Valley, Ala.
11. Ala -Birrnmgharn
CM
Linebackers -- Johnie Cooks,
12. Indiana
CV
Mississippi State, 6-4, 240, senior,
13. Arkansas 11
377
Leland, Miss.; Wilbur Marshall,
14. San Frarvisco
346
15 Brigham Young
Florida, 6-1, 233, sophomore,
319
16. Missoun
317
Titusville, Fla.; Danny Skutack,
17, Alabama
198
Auburn,6-2, 207, Opelika, Ala.
18. Nevada-Las Vegas
185
Backs - Tommy Wilcox,
19 Notre Dame
154
Alabama, 5-11, 187, junior,
20. Georgetown. DC
151
Harahan, La.; Jeremiah Castille,
Alabama,5-11,177, junior, Phenix
City, Ala; Andy Molls, Kentucky,
5-10, 187, junior, Parma Heights,
Ohio.
Punter - Jim Arnold, VanderNational Basketball Association
bilt, 6-3, 201. junior, Dalton,Ga.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Second Team
Atlantic Divison
Offense
W
L
Pct. GB
Wide
receivers -- Orlando
Philadelphia
13
1
929
McDaniel, Louisiana State; AnBoston
13
2
867
thony Hancock,Tennessee.
New York
6
8
129
9
Washington
Tight end -- Jerry Price,
4 10
206
New Jersey
3 12
300 10‘, Mississippi State.
Central Divinon
Tackles -- Bob Cayavec,
Atlanta
5
615
Alabama, 1.oie Hudgins,
Milwaukee
9
6
600
Vanderbilt.
Detroit
8
7
.533
Guards - Jimmy Harper,
Indiana
8
.500
14, Georgia; Doug Vickers,
Clucago
4 10
.375
3.1
Alabama
Cleveland
4 11
267
5
Centtr - Steve Mott,
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Alabama;
Joe Happe,Georgia.
Midwest °Maim
Quarterback
- Whit Taylor,
W L Pet, GB
Vanderbilt.
San Anttnio
10 5187
Running backs- Michael HadDenver
S
5
615
Utah
7
7
.500
2./ dix, Mississippi State; Ronnie
Houston
6 11
Stewart,Georgia.
5
.353
Kansas City
4 10
.286
Kicker - Kevin Butler,

College
_Basketball

Pro Basketball

Dallas
Portland
Ina Angeles
Phoenix
Seattle
Golden State
San Diego

13
.133
Pacific Dtvision
10
4
74
12
5
.706
I
5
.615
7
6
538
11 7
533
4
10
266

Sunday's Gaines
Kansas City I04, Golden State 100
Mdwaukee 105. San Antonio 84
Los Angeles 122. Houston IN
Portland 114, Chicago 101

Manday's Games
No games scheduled

Tuesday's Games
Detroit at New York
Ptuladelplua at Atlanta
Boston at Indiana
San Antonio at Washington
Milwaukee at Cleveland
Kansas City at Houston
Portland at Denver
San Diego at Phoenix
Utah at Lou Angeles
Chicago at Seattle

Defense
Ends - Don Fielder, Kentucky; Steve Bearden,
Vanderbilt.
Tackles - Donnie Humphrey,
Auburn; Edmund Nelson,
Auburn.
Middle guard - Eddie Weaver,
Georgia.
Linebackers - Fernando
Jackson, Florida; Tommy Thurson, Georgia; Robbie Jones.
Alabama; Albert Richardson,
Louisiana State; Thomas Boyd,
Alabama.
Backs - Tony Lilly, Florida;
Bill Bates, Tennessee; Bob Harris, Auburn.
Punter -- Jimmy Coiquitt,
Tennessee.

The Lady Lakers got
the shots they wanted
Monday night, but they
could not get the ball to
fall through the hoop as
they dropped their season
opener at home against
Paducah Tilghman,41-28,
Calloway County had
no trouble penetrating
the Tornado zone
defense, but once inside
they could not get their
shots to fall as they made
only 10 of 57 shots from
the field.
While reviewing shot
charts after the game,
head coach Gloria
Friedgen noted that a
majority of the shots
were from within the key,
and that her team -matched up with these people, we just couldn't put
the ball in the hole."
To remedy the situation, the coach said she
will have her players
shoot the ball under
pressure in practice in an
effort to prepare for the
next game Dec.8 at home
against Marshall County.
Although they did not
shoot well from the field,
the Lady Lakers turned

that pattern around at the
foul line, sinking eight of
12 tries. This mark was
over the team's
preseason goal to shaft 75
percent from the line but
the team still has a way to
go to reach its goal of 40
percent accurracy from
the floor.
Two factors to be considered in Calloway's
first game this year. include Paducah Tilghman
has already posted a 2-1
record this season and
the Lady Lakers were
without the services of
their senior standout
Rachel Lamb.
Lamb, who has been
bothered by illness, attended the game and
Friedgen said she will
start practicing today. It
is undetermined whether
the forward — who
averaged 17 points a
game last year — will suit
up for the Marshall County game.
Sophomore Beth
Hooks, who came off the
bench early in the game,
led the Lady Lakers with
11 points before fouling
out in the fourth. In fact,

Announcers Named
For OVC Broadcasts
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Ralph Hacker of
Lexington, Ky. and Bel
Swanbeck of Nashville
will be announCers for an
Ohio Valley Conference
basketball Game of the
Week television series,
said the league office
Monday.
--The television package
will be broadcast in six
states beginning Jan. 3.
Hacker, 37, executive
vice president and
general manager of
WVLK radio in Lexington, will handle the
play-by-play, while
Swanbeck will do color.
Swanbeck, 28, is sports
director at WTVF-TV in
Nashville.
Several OVC coaches
will be guest commentators on a week-to-week
basis.
The games will be seen

in all or parts of Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio,
Indiana, West Virginia
and Alabama. The Kentucky Educational Network plans to carry five
games, the league office
said.
Here is the game-bygame slate. All of the
telecasts will be shosto
Sundays at 1 p.m.(EST):
Jan. 3: Murray StateWestern Kentucky
Jan. 10: Western
Kentucky-Eastern Kentucky
Jan. 17: Morehead
State-Austin Pea y
Jan. 3 1 : Middle
Tennessee-Tennessee
Tech
Feb. 7: Murray StateAustin Peay
Negotations were
reported underway for
ESPN to televise the OVC
basketball tournament
March 5-6.

the girls played a very
physical contest, with
junior Vicky Houghton, 3
points, and senior Patty
Doyle also fouling out.
The team's second
highest scorer was senior
guard Dan Hoke with 8
points.
Latonia Jones and
Crystal Bell led the Tornado each with 10 points.
The CCHS girls junior
varsity won the earlier
game by a convincing 3625 score behind 16 points
from Vicki Houghton and
12 by sophomore Tammy
Treas.
PADUCAH-TILGHMAN (41)
York 2 2-5 6, Bell 2 6-8 10, Jones
34-13 10, Ray 3 3-8 9, Terrell 3 0-0
6
CALLOWAY COUNTY (211)
Todd 1 042, Hoke 3 2-3 8,
Overbey 1 0-0 2, Barrow 1 1-2 3,
Hooks 4 3-5 11, Houghton 1412.

SCRAMBLE — Calloway County's Mimi Todd (22) is surrounded by Paducah
Tilghman players including Crystal Bell (31). The frantnic rush for this rebound
occured in the Lady Lakers'season opener Monday night.
Photo by John Salerno

easy PRSIL
it s all ,n the name Easy Pats represents the latest .n packing and carry.ng ',invehtence
Th,s Samsonite* line nas been designed to carry a lot or a little depending or
needs Made of lightweight durable noon F asy Pats II are ruogeo and resist water and
stains But the real story of Easy Pats IS StvlIng tries re vino trimmed for good iooks and
strength Brass dated nardware accents their contemporary des.gn while adding rebabrirty
Plastic zippers run smooth Strong steel frame turns in great performances Easy Pats ii
with a variety of contemporary colors styles and sizes have trwe look and offer the
Performance that today s travelers want

Samsonite*

Southern States

College Football
ATI.ANTA i API - Here is The
Associated Press All Southeastern Conference football
team for 1981:
First Team
Offense
Wide receivers - Lindsay
Scott, Georgia, 6-1, 190, senior,
Jesup, Ga., Wamon Buggs.
Vanderbilt,6-3, 196, senior, Memphis, Tenn_
Tight end -- Malcolm Scott,
Louisiana State, 6-4, 237, junior,
New Orleans.
Tackles -- Keith Uecker,
Auburn, 6-5, 262. senior,
Hollywood, Fla.; Pat Phenix,
Mississippi, 6-5, 255, junior.
Worcester. Mass.
Guards - Wayne Harris,
Mississippi State, 6-3, 280, junior.
Water Valley, Miss; Ken Hammond. Vanderbilt,6-4, 278,senior,.
...Valley Head, Ala
Center - Gee North, Ten- negate, 6-2. 258, senior, Tucker,
Ga
Burk 'Ulu...
quarterback
Georria 6 1. )90;vi(,4
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Big Savings on Gifts Nov.27-Dec.19
CO-OP Portable Oil-Fired Heater

Circular Sale
Items Still On Sale
Multi-Purpose
Grease._
ggt
S16895

,41f., 14 0/ tube
-17
9 40 ,ise oI 30

Nen sun

54t75

A. Mini Tote
IL Fe:Igloo Tete
C. lid -Opeoing Curry-Os
D. 24 Traveller
I. 26 Traveller
F. Valet Germant Bog
G. ft Witi Wireels

Reg.
-30.00
40.00
60.00
70.00
$000
90 00
100.00

Sale Prfce
11.00
24.00
36 00
47.00
41 00
54.00
40.0.
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"IGILBERTSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — lin-der terms of a
bill approved by a
legislative committee,
counties and cities would
be authorized to set up
waste-management
facilities.
However, the measure,
formulated during a prelegislative conference at
Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, includes an
amendment which would
allow private industry to
continue recycling
beverage containers.

Senate floor leader
John Berry, D-New Castle, who was pushing the
legislation Sunday, objected -to the amendment
at the interim joint.
Committee on
Agriculture and Natural
Resources. He predicted
that it would be dropped
during the 1982 session.
-The substance is
there,- Berry told a
reporter later, "but the
committee made a
mistake when it fell for

the lobbyists' line."
Berry is not seeking
re-election.
Local governments
would have been allowed
to have total
responsibility for solidwaste removal under the
original Version.
The Kentucky
Beverage Industry
Recycling Program,
composed of private interests, complained that
it was an example further
government regulation
and monopoly.

The opponents also said
they should be allowed to
coexist in the
waste-management
marketplace.
As the latest version
stands, the exception for
private recycling applies
not only to current operations but those which may
be started after the bill, if
passed, takes effect next
July.
The sponsor of the
private industry amendment, Seri, John Doug
-

interests, but hurts ad- bottle bill which would
vocates of the waste- have required a tax on
throwaway containers.
"It only says that if a managementlaw.
county goes in debt, soThe Kentucky Soft
The
meone can't come along squeakedamendment Drink Association said
through 12-11
later and pull the rug out and the
completed bill by that private industry has
from under them," Berry 22 in
favor and one shown - at least in the
case of the beveragesaid.
legislator passing.
container recycling -that
Sen. Ken Gibson, DThe waste measure has it can handle litter in the
Madisonville, said it been discussed
for the most efficient manner.
seems to him that the past five
years and
It claims in the first
amendment "guts the Berry, the prime
mover, year of operation it has
bill."
has sustained defeats benefited the Kentucky
Berry added that the recently on environ- economy by nearly $12
amendment also does not mental matters, mainly million through 26 recyclreally help private his effort for passage of a ing centers.
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Associated Press
Ma Bell is putting on a
full court press for higher
phone rates across the
Southeast, and phone
company officials warn
that if they don't start
oo tf
• scoring soon, the quality
of their service may
suffer.
Phone rates for basic
residential service have
risen dramatically with
inflation over the past
decade — up by percentages ranging from 67
percent in Tennessee and
North Carolina to 162 percent in Louisiana.
But officials of
Southern Bell and South
Central Bell, the two major companies which
serve customers from
North Carolina to Louisiana, say it hasn't been
enough to keep pace with
rising costs of operation
and investment capital.
Public service commissions across the region,
responding a part to
political reality and consumer activism, have cut
huge chunks from recent
phone company rate hike
requests.
"When we've had these
rounds of rate cases
where we have been
disappointed, quality of
service has not taken the
brunt of it, but the investor has," says John
A Brooks,. assistant
Southern Bell vice

a
*".wallaa-

NOW
OPEN
SUNDAYS
Blackford House Gallery
Bright's
Corn-Austin
Dwight's
Graham Jackson
Lerman's
Littleton'S
Mademoiselle Shop
National Store
Specialty Shop
Wallis Drug

Every Sunday
1:00-5:00
Until Christmas

president for South
Carolina.
"For what period of
time utilities of all kinds
can continue to
disappoint their investors
in order to maintain good
service gets to be a judgment call on the part of
top management in the
business," Brooks adds.
So far the judgment has
been on the side of maintaining quality, phone
company officials say.
"We're going to continue to provide good
telephone service,"
Southern Bell Vice President Walter Alford said in
Tallahassee, Fla., last
week after that state's
Public Service Commission hacked a $288 million
rate hike application to
less than $140 million.
Brooks says this continues to be the Bell party
line, despite similar
multimillion-dollar
disappointments in other
states.
South Central Bell asked in the past year for a
$133.4 million raise in
Tennessee and ended up
with $45.8 million. The
company sought $147
million in Alabama and
got socked with a $2
million cut instead,
finally winning court permission to impose a $65
million increase under
bond, pending appeal.
Southern Bell asked the

South Carolina PSC in celerated revenue re- and the lower the
June for $78.5 million, but quirements, I don't see revenue.
the request was suspend- how you can avoid it," he
Moreover, public sered. The company impos- says. "Across the whole vice commissions
differ
country
there's almost
ed a $53.3 million hike on
on the extent to which
always
something
going
its own, but the money
they will protect residenmay have to be refunded on with rates."
tial rates at the expense
Phone
rates
vary
wideif the commission denies
of other rate classes and
the increase when it gets ly across the region. services.
Basic
monthly
residential
around to ruling on the
service ranges from
Cost of operation, like
matter next year.
Southern Bell asked for about $7.60 in North cost of living, also varies
$68 million in North Carolina to $1t.30 in from state to state.
Carolina last year and Alabama. The charge for
A major factor in the
was allowed $47 million. installing a home phone
differences
between Bell
runs
from
Georgia's
$26
Bell is appealing but has
rate hike applications
asked the PSC in the to Alabama's $70.
Brooks says there are and PSC awards is the
meantime for another
$129 million. Hearings on solid reasons hit- the varying assessments betthat request begin next variances, which exist ween the two sides of
not just among states but what constitutes a fair
month.
among communities return on equity — the
also
Southern Bell asked the
amount of profit to which
within
a state.
Georgia PSC for $159
Residential rates are Bell stockholders are
million in October .1980
entitled.
but got only $59 million. generally kept as low as
possible
and
actually
Bell appealed in court
Southeastern public
and won an additional represent as little as half service commissions
$25.9 million, and the actual cost of pro- generally allow in the 12although the hike has viding the service, he 13 percent range,
taken effect, the state is says. Profits on long although there are varyappealing the court judg- distance calls and ing interpretations of how
ment. Bell, meanwhile, business and supplemen- equity return is
has asked the PSC for' tal services take up the calculated, and Bell
another $180 million. The slack.
spokesmen in some states
commission has until, So, Brooks says, a state contend their investors
with higher concentra- actually
Jan.2 to rule.
receive much
tions
of business less than
Only Mississippi and
that.
Louisiana report no pen- customers or population
But Brooks says the
ding rate cases or distribution that tends to
immediate plans by encourage more toll calls percentage ought to be
South Central Bell to app- can expect lower residen- higher by any method of
calculation and points to
ly for increases, but tial rates.
The
size
of
local
phone
a
recent federal ruling on
Brooks says 's likely the
company will change its dialing areas also is a fac- interstate calls which
tor. The larger the areas, allows for a 17.4 percent
mind soon.
-With inflation and ac- the higher the cost to Bell rate of return.

Weather Service Building Dedicated
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hands until the bonds are
repaid.
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Hays, D-Pikeville, expressed the opinion that
private recycling is doing
well and that the bill, in
effect, says to industry
that "we're going to cut
you off at a certain
point."
One of Berry's
arguments was that local
governments can obtain
bond issues under the
proposed law because
bonding companies will
be assured that the
recycling operation will
continue in government

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — The National
Weather Service's new,
$700,000 building at the
east side of Standiford
Field in Louisville has
been dedicated.
There will be no formal
ribbon-cutting ceremony
for the low-slung building
across from Bremner
Biscuit Co., but an informal open house was
held Monday, according
to David Reeves,
meteorologist in charge.
Reeves said no politician wants to be
associate6 with

something paid for with
public money in these
frugal times.
Reporters and some
aviation industry executives who got a tour of
the facility saw the very
latest computer, which
can make its own
forecast.
And there were
historical items, such as
a ledger with the first
Louisville reading by the
Weather Service, taken
at 9 p.m. Sept. 11, 1871. It
was 71 degrees, and the
winds were "fresh."
The Weather Service

has operated since 1951
out of an office on the
second floor of Standiford's passenger
terminal.
Forecasters say they
like the new building better for a number of
reasons.
For one, the new
building has large windows through which they
can see what the weather
is, rather than rely on
what the machines say it
should be.
And parking spaces are
right outside, doing away
with their walk halfway

Lawmakers
Give Support
To KSU

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

And Don't Forget Gibsons Will Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.

Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender
N

Chow For Celiac Wrapping!
.
Freesia,

29

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
-

11/7 N. 3rII h.

ph...

751-11101
NOURS;7:00- 5:00 Moe.-Fri.

across the airport to get
to work.
One drawback, one
forecaster complained,
was that he could no
longer see flight
attendants.
Reeves talked about
the job, as wetl,- as the
building, recently, and
said forecasters
"definitely" like bad
weather.
In fact, he said, some
young forecasters, in
search of more violent,
interesting weather, have
left Louisville for
reassignment •

We Acceptfeed
Stews

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray:'

GILBERTSVILLE,Ky.
(AP) — A petition calling
for continued.support of
Kentucky State University has been signed by 106
of 138 lawmakers
attending a pre legislative conference at
Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
The petition was circulated by Sen. Georgia
Powers, D-Louisville,
who reported the results
Monday.
The petition is addressed to members of the
State Council on Higher
Education, which meets
in Frankfort Thursday to
decide whaher to adopt a
Minority Affairs Committee report proposing that
the school be reduced to a2-year community
college.
The pttition asks the
council to "Comply with
the (federal) office of
Civil Rights. mandate to
enhance KSU."
ft asks that the institution be kept as a 4-year
school "with the addition
-of a comprehensive
ge-Yasnusente -program
to provide research,
training and assistance to
state and local
government"
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Soviet Doctors Treating American Boy
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Little Hope Seen For His Eyesight
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MOSCOW (API

—

Soviet doctors treating
By Abigail Van Buren
12-year-old Todd Cantrell
hold out little hope they
can save the American
boy's failing vision.
"Our rate of success in
treating this particular
syndrome is low. In
case, it may well
DEAR ABBY: Last year you devoted an entire column to Todd's
ineffeccompletely
be
what and what not to give for Christmas gifts. I thought it
was one of the most helpful columns you ever wrote. Please tive," Dr. Lev A.
Katznelson of Moscow's
run it again.

Some Qpristmas Gifts
Won't Keep on Giving

Hehnholtz Institute told
The Associated Press.- Todd came here from
Dalton, Ga., Nov. 22 with
his parents for a last
resort treatment by
Soviet eye doctors of his
retinitis pigmentoaa, a
vision defect which impair night vision in early
stages and can
degenerate to total blind-

ness. Western doctors say
there is no cure but the
Soviets have used a
technique for 12 years
that Katznelson said
usually produces a 45 percent success rate.
"Retinitis pigmentosa,
for which the treatment
was devised, is only part
of the syndrome which afflicts Todd," Katznelson
"Todd's vision ha

deteriorated more quickly than usual. We do not
have the same faith in
success that we usually
do."
For four days last
week. Todd had daily injections in his eyes and
hips of a solution containing ribonucleic acid, a
component of all living
matter in c lls but which

Helmholtz Institute
director, Dr. Ksenia
Troutneva said Todd is
being treated free. The
family's travel expenses
were paid by donations to
a Georgia radio stationsponsored fund.
About 200 non-Soviets,
including 50 Americans.
have come here for the
treatment, the institute

Katznelson said the
Soviets have been able to
manufacture. KatxneLson
said the solution does not
contain ground -up
fungus, as has been
reported. "We are not
sure how that started,"
he said.
Todd resumed treatment today and will continue until a week or so
before Christmas

OVER 80

DEAR OVER 86:That column was so wen-received
I've updated it. Here it is:

••.; •

DEAR READERS: Can you believe it's time to
prepare for the holidays again? Well, it is, so do
yourselves a favor and do your Christmas (or
Hanukkah) shopping early.
If you're wondering what to give Aunt Bessie or
Grandpa, who don't get out much,let me tell you what
not to give them:
No dusting powder, after-shave or cologne.(They
probably have several unopened boxes gathering
dust on their closet shelves.)
Grandpa doesn't need another necktie, and Aunt
Bessie doesn't really want any more brooches,
necklaces or bracelets.
With the price of groceries so high, folks who live
alone on a fixed income probably would be delighted
to receive a basket of goodies. Include small cans of
salmon, chicken, ham,tuna, vegetables, fruit, instant
coffee, tea bags, crackers, cookies and instant soup
mixes.
Older people who live in confined quarters do not
need more "things" that are ornamental only. Don't
send music boxes, statuettes or other bric-a-brac.
Another thoughtful gift is lined stationery with
envelopes and a generous supply of postage stamps.
(Enclose some felt-tip pens, too.)
The homebound will appreciate a box of greeting
cards for all occasions so that they too can send
birthday, anniversary, graduation, get-well and
condolence cards to others.(Be a sport! Stamp some
envelopes.)
Don't give anyone a gift of clothing unless you're
absolutely sure the size is right. That goes for the
color and style, too.
If you're tempted to pass along a scarf, purse,
wallet or some other useless little doodad you
received for Christmas three years ago, please don't.
It's a pretty fair bet the recipient will find it just as
useless as you did.(Besides, you might get it back the
year after next.)
If someone on your gift list is living on a pension, a
check for any amount would be much more appreciated than a frivolous little trinket. Or give someone
who's counting pennies a year's subscription to a
newspaper or magazine you know he or she will
enjoy.
Please, don't ever send a gift in a box bearing the
name of a store unless you bought it there. Should the
recipient want to exchange it, he will be embarrassed, the store clerks will look bewildered, and it
won't make you look too good.
If you buy a gift on sale, be side it's appropriate,
since if the recipient tries to take it back he will be
told, "Sorry, sale merchandise is not returnable."
Don't give anyone a pet unless you're absolutely
sure it's wanted and will be properly cared for. And if
you want to delight someone who considers his pet a
"member of the family," include a tin bf cat or dog
food for the pet.
Don't give wine or liquor unless you're sure the
recipients imbibe. Candy, nuts and fruitcake make
wonderful gifts for those who aren't counting
calories, but please have compassion for those who
are, and lead them not into temptation.
Resist giving toddlers stuffed animals and dolls
that are bigger than they are. And parents will thank
you for not sending their children horns, drums,
sirens or whistles. If you give a child a game or book,
be sure it's in the appropriate age range.
Instead of giving someone a gift with permission to
"exchange it if it's not what you want,"save yourself
(and him) much time and effort and give him a gift
certificate in the first place.
Holiday time can be very depressing for people who
are alone, so if you know someone who might be
alone and lonely, give him (or her) the best gift of all
— an invitation to spend the holiday with you and
your family. Loneliness is the ultimate poverty.
Love, ABBY

Death

Cause

SAVE-SAVE! SAVE

Unknown

FORT WORTH, Texas ing, Ill, was inconclusive.
Krouse earlier said it apneeded to determine what peared the death was
caused the death of a 12- caused by cardiac arrest.
The youth collapsed at
year-old Illinois boy who
collapsed during a family the Dallas-Fort Worth
reunion here, a medical Regional Airport
Thursdny night, as he
examiner says.
Marc Krouse of the watched his father and
Tarrant County Medical uncle meet for the first
Examiners office said time in 27 years. They
Sunday an autopsy on had been separated by a
Steven Tobias of Wheel- quarrel.

(AP) — Further tests are

D&T
Warehouse
Food

The training included
weapons qualifications,
squad tactics, patrolling,
landmine warfare, field
communications and
combat operations. Completion of this course
qualifies the soldier as a
light-weapons infantryman and as an.indirect fire crewman.
Soldiers were taught to
OSUT is a 12-week perform any of the duties
period which combines in a rifle or mortar squad.
basic combat training
Harcourt is a 1979
and advanced individual graduate of Murray High
training.
School.

Dealerships Licensed
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
The Motor Vehicle Dealer
Board approved 49 applications, including
three in Calloway County,
for permanent
automobile dealership
licenses throughout the

state.
The approved applications are to Slim's Used
Cars, Farmington; South
Central Auto Sales, Murray; and Todd Motor
Sales,Murray.
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Margarine

Field Pro Leaguer 12 Oz., 98C

Robin Hood Flour 5 Lb.994

1 Lb

20 Lb

t

Bacon

Harcourt Ends Training
ARMY AND AIR
FORCE HOMETOWN
NEWS — Pvt. Edward C.
Harcourt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jules V. Harcourt of
1710 Magnolia, Murray,
has completed One Station Unit Training (OSJT) at the U. S. Army Infantry School, Fort Senning,Ga.
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Kroft Porkay

Wieners

Tim Stinson, a vicepresident of the DeLand,
Fla.-based circus, said
the big top — with its 20
miles of cable rigging —
is too •-kinefficient. "A
heavy rainstorm, intense
cold or heat, f.nld we have
to close the circus," Stinson said Friday. "With a
show as big as this, we
can't afford to leave the
show to such a variable."

•

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape 0& T
Is The Lowest In Town

Field Chicken

Circus Gives Up Tent
NAPLES, Fla.(AP) —
The Clyde Beatty-Cole
Brothers Circus, billed as
tbe "largest circus under
Ithe big top," won't be
anymore.
Circus officials say the
14-ton tent is too cumbersome and expensive to
carry around and performers will be working
indoors when they go on
the road next March.
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QUALITY DIAMOND STORE
Lowell Brieendine. Owner

RESTAURANT

North Court Square • Downtown Paris

Diamonds
Pendants
And
Earrings /
1
2 Price

Under New Management

14K GOLD CHAINS
& CHARMS

Fresh Catfish, BBQ Ribs,
Steaks and Breakfast served
anytime.
Friday Special
Seafood Platter
Sat. $1.00 Off
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All Fish Dinners
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senior citizens
Hwy.68-Aurora
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Writer Visits Secret Headquarters

•

Leaders Claim Salvadoran Overthrow Progressing Well
1

EDITOR'S NOTE —
The- writer visited the
secret headquarters of a
guerrilla group in El
Salvador's countryside
and filed the following
dispatch about their
views on his return to San
Salvador, the nation's
capital.
By SOLL SUSSMAN
Associated Press Writer
SAN VICENTE PROVINCE, El Salvador
(AP) — Underground

leaders of the
Democratic Revolutionary Front, meeting in
a well-fortified guerrilla
camp,claim their fight to
overthrow the
Salvadoran government
is advancing
"uncontainably."
They spoke to foreign
correspondents at a
ceremony last Thursday
marking the anniversary
of the killing of five front
leaders who were found
dead after being kidnap-

ped last year during a
news conference in San
Salvador, the nation'
capital.
Responsibility for the
deaths of the five, who included Enrique Alvarez
Cordova, president of the
front, was claimed by a
paramilitary
organization, the Maximiliano Hernandez
Brigade, named for a
general who violently
crushed a 1932 peasant
uprising.

The Democratic
Revolutionary Front is•
coalition that represents
five Marxist guerrilla
groups and non-violent
leftist foes of El
Salvador's U.S.-backed
junta.
At the ceremony,
somewhere in San
Vicente province, the
rebels denied government claims that its
troops had complete control of this
Massachussetts-sized

country of 4.8 millior
people.
Eduardo Calles, vice
president of the front, rejected the death tolls
issued by the army officials in San Salvador as
exaggerated. "They are
really carrying out the
war on paper," he said.
The ceremony included
a military parade and a
moment of silence for the
slain leaders. About 60
guerrillas performed
military precision drills

on a small soccer field in _ upon the Soviet Union,
the midtlle of the guer- Cuba ana Nicaragua for
rilla camp. As they mar- inspiration, training or
ched they shouted arms.
slogans to a crowd of
The leftists' fight,
about 100 spectators: Calks said, is the result
"Death to the junta! of El Salvador's poverty
Death to North American and its past governments.
imperialism! Get the
Asked if the left had
Yankees out of El plans to disrupt or halt
Salvador! Revolution or elections for a constituent
Death!"
assembly that the junta
In remarks to has scheduled for March,
reporters, Canes also Calks replied only that
denied that Salvadoran "the people" would reject
rebels are dependent them for themselves.

Guerrilla commanders
declined to specify the
number of rebels
operating in the country.
U.S. Embassy and
Salvadoran government
officials in San Salvador
put the number between
4,000 and 6,000.
Calles did say,
however, that "the
enemy(the government's
20,000-member armed
forces) has five times as
many troops as we do."

Natalie Wood Fell Into Water,Drowned

same good neighbor:
Here's my new State Farm office, where I can
serve you with a better value in car, home, life
and health insurance. I invite you to call or drop
in any time,

LARRY KROUSE
525 W. Main/759-9888
S'A'E ,AQh,

-,

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Tipsy and evidently
wanting to get away from
the yacht where her husband and,another actor
were arguing, Natalie
Wood tried to step into a
rubber dinghy but fell into the water and
drowned,officials say.
The 43-year-old actress
had been drinking champagne and wine, and
"this was one of the factors involved in her not
being able to respond in
case of emergency,"
County Coroner Thomas
Noguchi said Monday
after certifying the death
as accidental drowning.
There was a scratch on
her cheek when her body
was found Sunday
morning, such as might

have come from hitting
her head on the yacht or
some part of the dinghy,
Noguchi said.
Miss Wood's husband,
actor Robert Wagner,
and actor Christopher
Walken had been arguing
aboard the yacht, but not
over Miss Wood,
Assistant Coroner'
Richard Wilson said Monday at a news conference
after an autopsy.
"They were arguing
about thing's in general.
There was no physical
altercation," Wilson said.
He said Walker and
Wagner both had been
examined, and "there
were no marks upon
them."
Noguchi said the argument "apparently...was

the reason she (Miss
Wood) separated herself
from the group." Walken,
a guest aboard Miss
Wood's and Wagners'60foot yacht, Splendour, is
the co-star of Miss
Wood's latest film,
"Brainstorm."
The yacht was anchored off Sonta Catalina
Island when Miss Wood,
wearing a blue
nightgown, knee-high
socks and a red down
jacket, disappeared early
Sunday at-the remote northern end of the island 26
miles from Los Angeles,
officials said.
The Wagners, Walken
and the captain of the
yacht ate dinner on the
island — which is 26 miles
offshore from Los

-44"k7
.3)

Angeles — and had
returned to the Splendour
around midnight
Saturday.
Noguchi said Miss
Wood's blood-alcohol
level was 0.14 percent. In
California,0.10 percent is
the legal criterion for
drunk-driving.
"I would not consider
her drunk," Noguchi
said. "She had wine and
champagne, perhaps
seven or eight glasses of
wine."
Miss Wood's body was

found just beneath the
surface of the water a
half-mile away from
where she disappeared.
The body was about 200
yards from the 13-foot
outboard dinghy. The
dinghy's ignition was in
the "off" position. the
Coast Guard said the
clothing would have
made it hard for her to
swim, and Noguchi said
the actress might have
swallowed water,preventing her from crying out.
Meanwhile, a friend of

the family who asked not
to be named said Miss
Wood's funeral probably
would be held Wednesday
with only a few family
members and friends inviW. The location was
being kept secret.
Wagner remained in
seclusion.
"I would say the
chances of him discussing the incident are totally zero. He's just totally
devastated by this," said
Warren Cowan.

Senate Postpones Debate
About Expelling Senator
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)—
Senate leaders have
decided to indefinitely
postpone a debate over
whether to expel Sen.
Harrison Williams,
D-N.J., congressional
sourcessaid Monday.
If Williams, already
convicted on bribery and
conspiracy charges in the
Abscam case, were to be
expelled sometime next
year, that could permit
newly -elected
Republican Gov. Thomas
Kean to appoint a
successor to Williams, a
liberal Democrat.
But if such a decision
were reached before 1981
expires, as originally
scheduled, incumbent
Democratic Gov. Bren-

dan Byrne, could appoint would be first senator to
the successor. Kean's op- face such a penalty since
ponent in the election, the Civil War era.
Rep. James J. Florio, DFor several weeks,
N.J., on Monday conced- Williams had trouble finding another member of
ed the race.
Thus the possibility the Senate to argue his
arises that, with the ap- case on the floor during
parent delay, the debate..
Republicans could inOn Monday, Sen.
crease their Senate maDaniel Inouye, D-Hawaii,
jority from 53 to 54
members. Democrats announced that he would
,represent Williams, but
now hold 46 seats, while
he needed at least a
the participation in their
month
to prepare his
caucus of retiring Independent Harry F. Byrd case.
Jr. of Virginia effectively
Sources said Senate
gives them a 47th seat.
Majority Leader Howard
The Senate had been Baker agreed to put off
scheduled to begin on the debate on Williams
Dec.3 its consideration of following a meeting with
whether follow a recom- Inouye and Senate
mendation of the Senate Minority Leader Robert
Ethics Committtee that Byrd of West Virginia on
Williams be expelled. He Monday.

Officials Investigate Shooting

,
,
cioL:oki
Buy any 1982 RCA 1.8
,
.,k
ColorTrak console... ‘i&
take away a FREE Mg..,
black & white portable

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)
The shooting of
an immature bald eagle
in Allen County is under
investigation by state and
federal wildlife officials.
State fish and wildlife
conservation officer John
Sawyers found the
partially decomposed
body of the eagle Nov. 16.
He said the site of the
shooting was about two
miles north of Scottsville
off the Old State Road,
beside the West Branch of
Bay's Fork Creek.

ColorTrak 2000 models give you RCA's most advanced
picture and sound performance—ever. Choose either
keyboard tuning or ColorTrak 2000 remote control, both in a
wide variety of cabinet styles. Regular ColorTrak models are
also available with automatic color systems and your choice
of keyboard or remote control tuning.

reward of $2,500.
Pooler said all information received will be held
in strictest confidence.
Pooler said that bald
eagles do not develop
their characteristic white
heads until they are three
or four years old, causing
immature birds to be
mistaken for large
hawks.
However, he said all
birds of prey, such as
hawks, owls and eagles,
are strictly protected by
state andlederal laws.

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION

Select a free 12" diagonal black and white portable (Such as
model AFR120 shown here) with the purchase of any 1982
ColorTrak console during RCA's Take Away 2 Sale

1982 ColorTrak 2000—
RCA's most advanced TV! .

An X-ray revealed that
a bullet was still in the
eagle's body.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Agent Dan Pooler of
Louisville said the
federal government is offering a reward of up to 50
percent of the fine for killing an eagle for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of the
killer of the bird.
Current penalties can
include fines of up to
$5,000, Pooler says,
creating a potential

REIVIINGTON

®

"
WIZENT .1
"
The 10-SECOND Fastening System T.M.
FOR CONCRETE / STEEL / MASONRY

GFR722

%Uses

Power
Loads
for
fast-secure
fastenings

GFRo04

RCA has a Black & White TV for you!
RCA's smartly styled line of 138W personal portables includes
diagonal screen sizes from 5" to 19" with performance
features like 100% solid-state VHF4UHF tuners and low power
consumption, plus AC/DC operation for "go-anywhere"
versatility in selected Modes. And during RCA's Take Away 2
Sale, you can take away a 12" diagonal B&W TV free with the
purchase of any 1982 ColorTrak console.

TOOL ONLY
'$2995
/ Reg. $39.95
•NO DRILLING
•NO HASSLE
•FAST & EASY.
•
. NO LINING UP HOLES

Hurry—Offer ends December 24, 1981

Paw-et-Hammer Kit includes
18 Fasteners & 18 Power Loads

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Ihr

-0

Murray Supply Co 1
206 I. Make
753-3361
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Son Claims Immunity;
Ticket For Speeding Fixed
SALEM, Va. (AP) —
Roanoke County
authorities say shortly
after the son of Saudi
Arabia's ambassador to
the United States was
ticketed for speeding,
they got a letter from the
Saudi embassy saying
"Please take care of this
ticket."
With the prodding of
the State Department,
the county prosecutor
said, that's exactly what
happened.
Hisham Alhegelan, 20,
son of Sheik Faisal
Alhegelan, used the claim
of diplomatic immunity
to get his traffic ticket
fixed.
County authorities
decided pot to prosecute
the Roanoke College

sophomore, who is majoring in business law.
Sgt. M.G. Winston of
the sheriff's office
ticketed Alhegelan Sept.6
for driving a 1980
Volkswagen Rabbit 49
mph in a 35-mph speed
zone.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Blaylock said
that shortly after the
incident, county officials
received a letter from the
Saudi embassy
"basically saying that
this guy is the son of the
sheik ... He can't be
prosecuted."
,
Perplexed by the letter,
Blaylock followed up on
the matter. And Nov. 4,
the State Department
confirmed the Saudis'

contention.
Richard Gookin,
associate chief of protocol at the State Department, said in a letter to
Blaylock that because
Alhegelan is a member of
the ambassador's family
and not a U.S. citizen, he
is allowed immunity from
criminal and civil law
under the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations.
Gookin, however, said
the State Department
would send a letter of
reprimand to the Saudi
embassy concerning the
incident. -N
The case was dropped
when it came to trial Nov.
9 in General District
Court, Blaylock said.

"Since it was just a
speeding ticket, we let it
go," the prosecutor said.
"I didn't particularly We
it. But since the AWACS
deal was going through, I
didn't want to mess it
LW."
Winston said Alhegelan
admitted at the time that
he was speeding. "He
was real nice, very polite.
But as far as I'm concerned it's not right for him to
violate laws and get off
when people around here
have to pay for it."
Alhegelan had not
returned to school from
Thanksgiving break Monday and was not available
for comment, said a student at his residence in
Bowman Hall.

Californian Premier Composer
In TV During Last Decade
NEW YORK (AP) —
Mike Post left a meeting
with producers of NBC's
"Hill Street Blues" with
the idea for a musical
theme that would counter
the `-`Mean Streets"
backdrop for the then• embryonic series.
"I said, `Yeah, maybe I
ought to go against the
pictures, write something
that is really sweet, poignant," Post recalls.
"They said, 'End of
discussion,' and I went
home and started
plunking around. I'll bet
it didn't take me two
hours."
By mid-November of
this year, Post's "Theme
from 'Hill Street Blues'
was among the bestselling records on the
market, nothing new for
the composer, though a
rather unusual feat for an
instrumental single.
Another theme compos-

ed by Post, for TV's
"Greatest American
Hero," was No. 1 on the
record charts in August,
though in vocal version
with Joey Scarbury.
In fact, Post is composing music for three series
now — "Magnum, P.I."
on CBS is the third — with
a fourth, "The Powers of
Matthew Star," in the
works for a January
premiere on NBC.
That means he provides the music for each
episode broadcast,
though he concedes,
"You really have the
work done when you have
the theme."
Post, a native Californian with musical roots in
inid-'60s rock, has been
among the premier composers for 41eVision for a
decade. His theme for
"The Rockford Files,"
written in 1973 with partner Pete Carpenter, won
a Grammy in 1976 for

best instrumental
arrangement.
Post was well established in the recording business — he won a
Grammy for best instrumental arrangement
in 1968 for "Classical
Gas" — when he was
hired into television -as
musical director for "The
Andy Williams Show."
The first theme composed by the PostCarpenter team was for
ABC's "Toma," in 1973,
and the two later produced music for "Baa Baa
Blacksheep,""The White
Shadow," -Tenspeed and
Brownshoe," "Richie
Brockelman, Private
Eye,"and "Stone."
"I'm not trying to write
hits," Post says, "but
because I'm,more in tune
with the Rolling Stones
than StraVinsky, it's a big
help in getting on radio.
"That doesn't mean I
haven't stolen from 'Big

Ig,' though."
It was Stephen Cannell,
who had hired Post and
Carpenter for "The
Rockford Files," who
called Post for a theme
for "The Greatest
American Hero," on
ABC. "He said, "t want a
✓ ocal,"' Post
remembers, "and though
I wasn't sure that would
work, we did it." The
"we" part of the team
this time was Steven
Geyer.
To hear Post talk, the
work sounds simple, and
maybe it is. But there's
this:
"They don't want it
good, they want it by 9,"
he says. "Hey, you've got
to crank it out. I can write
music so fast. When
they're throwing
grenades at you, you
duck.
"See, we're the last
guys they call — us and
the sound effects."
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Services
Break Off
Negotiations
CINCINNATI (AP) —
The E.W. Scripps
Publishing Co. and the
British international
news agency Reuters
Ltd. said Monday they
had broken off talks on
Reuters' possible purchase of United Press International, the financially ailing news agency
owned by Scripps.
In a joint statement,
Reuters and Scripps
said:
"By mutual agreement
Reuters and the E.W.
Scripps Co. have
discontinued talks on the
possibility of Reuters acquiring United Press
International."
In Cincinnati, Edward
W. Estlow, president of
E.W. Scripps, said his
company was "continuing exploratory talks with
others."
Estlow, in a report Oct.
5 to a UPI subscribers
meeting in New York,
had said that "several
organizations were interested in UPI and were
analyzing UPI's,
operations."
In London, a Reuters
spokesman declined any
comment on why the
four-month-old talks
• broke down, but said the
break was final.
At UPI's New York
headquarters, H.L.
Stevenson, vice president
and editor-in-chief, said:
"I simply ca,nnot
elaborate on that
statements (from
Scripps). I can't add
anything that you would
need to know." s
Reuters, which was
founded in 1851 and
distributes' its general
news report in 158 coun•
tries includizkitriniiStAtes, announced on
July. 14 that "we among
others have been approached" by UPI, and
the British agency was
"aetiveky. considering"
the
!lase

Limited time special
purchase buy on the world's
most comfortable chairs!
GthciaDrin recliners

sale'349"
Sleek contemporary beauty with a
luxuriously-tufted seat and pillow
back Wall hugging convenience

Here's your chance to enjoy the head-to-toe
luxury of a body-soothing Action recliner
at very special savings that will pamper
your budget. Choose from five great styles
featuring Herculon and Dupont Antron.

sale 1299"

sale 1349"

Elegant traditional styling with a
cloud sott pillow back and deep
T-cushion seat Hugs your wall,

Transitional wall hugging (*sic/
with a massive tufted pillow badl'
1-cushion seat and roll arms

The luxurious "Spoiler" will spoil
you with wall-saving reclining comfort
and a special sale price!
Here's a chair ilat doesn't go all out to please you. It
needs only trie es of wall space for total feet-up reclining
comfoil or a blissful snooze. And its handsome modern look
will bring beauty to any setting. Even !he price is relaxed

39995sale.
4)
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Hammer Exhibit Displayed At UK

Collection Includes SeverarPavorites
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Everyone who goes to
the Armand Hammer exhibit'at the University of
Kentucky Art Museum
will be tempted to pick a
favorite painting or
drawing.
It won't be, an easy
task. Of course, there's
Rembrandt's "Juno,"
considered the finest
jewel in a priceless collection of works of art.
Perhaps it will be
Moreau's giant painting
"King David." In this
ornate painting, the
angel's golden garment,
the red hue behind King
David's crown, the crown
itself, the mosaic details
on the pillars, even the
dreamy landscape in the
background entice the
eyes.
If age counts for
anything, there is the
human portrait sketch by
Leonardo cia Vinci completed in the 1470s. For
the nature lover, there is
the Durer piece, "Tuft of
Cowslips."
All this, and more,is on
exhibit at the museum (in
Lexington) through Jan.

10, as part of the exhipit the motivation to
called "The Armand continue searching out
Hammer Collection: Five fine works of art for the
Centuries of Master- "Five Centuries"
collection. When he first
The works of art thought of such a collecnumbering more than 100 tion 12 years ago,
separate pieces were someone told him it was
collected by mult- too late to put one
millionaire Hammer so together. But he managthey could be shared with ed to do it. "I love a
people. A quote by Ham- challenge," he said with a
mer is on display at the grin. The artwork is
museum: "Preserving considered one of the
and sharing is a respon- greatest private collecsibility of enlightened tions of art in the world.
The masterpieces have
collectors...This is why
Hammer's art collections been to such foreign cities
constantly travel from ci- as Tokyo, Moscow and
ty to city and nation to Paris, and some 20 cities
in the United States. Dennation."
At a press conference nis Gould, collection
on Nov. 14 at UK's art curator, said negotiations
museum, Hammer said, are now taking place with
"I get more pleasure out China in hopes the collecof seeing other people en- tion will go there in the
joy the works,than keep- near future.
Having the exhibit at
ing them cooped up in my
home." He said that the UK is unique. It is the
"Five Centuries of first time the exhibit has
Masterpieces" collection been shown in a universihas traveled more than ty art museum since it
any other collection with began making its rounds
,
over 3 million people hav- in 1968.
Hammer said two
ing seen it.
Hammer said his love things prompted him to
of a challenge gave him bring the collection to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2 Time gone by
ACROSS
3 Cheer
1 Distort
4 Forestall
5 Hits lightly
5 Inclination
9 Jump
6 Gold symbol
12 Seaweed
7 Greek
sub5tance
letter
13 Reddish
8 Hatt
' shade
14 Mature
9 Occur
10 S-shaped
15 Stick
molding
17 Zeus's
11 Fruit
beloved
16 Transmit
18 Type of
20 Postponed
jacket
22 Hebrew
19 Sell
month
21 Document
23 Monster
23 Sinned
24 Part of a
27 Exist
violin
28 Pre-eminent
29 Once around 25 MI follower
26 Bespatter
the track
30 Nag
31 Recent
34 DO follower 32 Sea eagle
33 Jokers
35 Capable of
_
36 Bow
being held
37 Sent forth
38 Sun god
39 Greek letter
41 Cowboy star
Rogers
42 Surrounded
by
44 Both of us
46 Intends for
48 Walk wearily
51 Piece for two
52 Former Portuguese coin
53 Digraph
55 Painter
59 Picnic pest
60 Southeastern
European
62 Silkworm
63 Dance step
64 Domesticate
65 Bucky of
baseball
DOWN
1 Female GI

WASHINGTON(AP) —
Overriding criticism that
battleships are outmoded
"rust buckets," the
Senate approved $91
million Monday to begin
reactivating the USS
Iowa, which was retired
nearly a quarter century
ago.

The Senate voted 51-29
to provide money to refit
the ship, a move
proponents said would be
a relatively cheap way to
ITIOILSUre
47 Urbane
put more muscle into the
48 Snare
Navy.
49 Rockfish
The money was added
the Senate began
as
WW1= WWWW WNW debate
$208.5 billion
NMI MMINIM WEE militaryon aspending
bill
WEE that is $7.6 billion more
WINIMWM
UMW MUM than President Reagan
requested.
WWWMIIMMW WM
Sen. Jeremiah Denton,
WIIMME 611161 WWW R-Ala.,
that the
WM WIIIWIIMEWwu Iowa canargued
be reactivated
WNW WNW WNW= for less money and in less
Whi WOMMEMME time than it takes to build
a new ship. "It's more
WWMEW
WOMIWWW bang for less buck," he
WWI w
WEE MINIM WM= said.
But Sen. Dale
WEN WM= WMIIM Bumpers,
D-Ark., said
massive fighting vessels
40 Expects
43'— a clear
day..."
45 Printer's

50 Station
54 Guido note
56 Green land
Abbr.
57 Transgress
58 Make lace
61 "I — a
Camera"

like the Iowa would be
vulnerable to attack from
sophisticated modern
weapons and have been
retired for good reason.
"You're going to have
to beat me every time you
want to bring one of those
rust buckets out of
mothballs," he said.
The House previously
approved $88 million to
start reactivating the
Iowa, and the defense
spending bills in both
houses include $237
million for work on
another retired battleship, the USS New
Jersey,
Meanwhile, Sen. John
Stennis, D-Miss., urged
the Senate to approve the
overall spending figure in
the bill. He argued that
the B-1 Bomber, MX
missile and other
weapons are needed to offset Soviet power.
"I look upon these
weapons primarily as
deterrents, because we
already have enough to
destroy one half of their
land area and the Lord
only knows what oercen-
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CERTIFICATE OF MERIT — The Murray Fire Department awarded Phil
Liddle (right) its Certificate of Merit in recognition of outstanding contributions
to fire service. Liddle,store supervisor at Storey's Food Giant,assisted firemen
in extinguishing a fire of a wrecked grain truck and rescuing its driver Nov. 9.
Jackie Cooper,fire chief, made the presentation.

CHE To Receive-KSU Plan

The results of their efforts brought praise from
Hammer as he toured the
FRANKFORT', Ky.
exhibit after his talk. He (AP) -L Kentucky State
told Mrs. Colt, "I don't University would remain
think they've ever been a free standing,four-year
hung any better."
university under an alterHammer was asked to native plan that will be
name his favorite, but presented to the Council
declined, saying they are on Higher Education
like children and he can't Thursday.
However, the plan —
have a favorite.
drafted by three
members of the council —
would require Kentucky
State to make major improvements in academic
programs and in reducing costs over the next
tage of their people, and five years and better
they have the same serve the needs of state
capacity," the ranking and local government.
The council is schedulDemocrat on the defense
to meet Thursday to
ed
appropriations
a recommendation
make
subconunittttee said.
on the future of Kentucky
Noting Reagan's 'pro:* State, Kentucky's only
mise to seek bilateral traditionally black
reductions in • nuclear university.
weapons, Stennis said,
The council's Minority
"It is unthinkable that we Affairs Committee,
should send him there created to draft a
limping and lame or in- response to a federal
adequately prepared desegregation order, has
weaponwise to deal with recommended closing
the problem."
Kentucky State and turnReagan has argued ing it into a two-year
that increased defense community college
appropriations are need- within the University of
ed to convince the Soviets Kentucky systeni.• that the United States is
The latest plan was
prepared to re-arm if presented by two
they are not prepared to members of that commitdisarm.
tee who voted against the
The bill before the proposal — Raymond
Republican-controlled Burse of Louisville and
Senate is $11.9 billion Donna Moloney of Lexlarger than the one that ington — along with counthe Democrat-dominated cil chairman William McHouse approved by a vote Cann of Lexington.
of 335-61 on Nov. 18. The
The plan, known as
final version is expected "the consolidated proto be written by a House- posal,'' called the
Senate conference recommendation by the
committee.
Minority Affairs Commit-

HENRY S. ACKERMAN Marathon's lawsuit,
which alleges the merger
Associated Press Writer
would substantially
CLEVELAND (AP) — reduce competition in the
A federal judge delivered oil industry. ,
a serious blow to Mobil
Mobil is the nationt
Corp.'s attempt to ac- second-largest oil comquire Marathon Oil Co. by pany; Marathon is No. 17.
ruling Monday that
Mobil said it filed a
Marathon's antitrust suit notice of appeal in the 6th
against Mobil's takeover U.S. Circuit Court of Apbid had a reasonable peals in Cincinnati and
chance of success.
said it would ask the apU.S. District Judge pellate court Tuesday to
John M. Manos issued a delay enforcement of the
preliminary injunction preliminary injunction
barring Mobil from pur- until Mobil's appeal is
chasing any Marathon heard.
Mobil originally made
stock until he heard

/2-
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She set to work, proving the museum could indeed handle the exhibit.
Mrs. Colt planned how
she wanted the works to
hang and when the
painting arrived Oct. 30,
she and the museum staff
were prepared to get the
exhibit ready for the
public — and Hammer.
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titrust Act is whether h
merger would substantially lessen competition
in the gasoline retail and
other markets anywhere
in the United States.
Manos said Marathon
had adequately shown
that it would suffer
irreparable harm from a
takeover, that
preliminary injunction
was in the public interegt
and that Marathon had
the likelihood of success
in battling the merger. That conclusion, he
Manos said the crucial said, could be changed
test of the Clayton An- after a further hearing. .

a $5.1 billion cash-andstock offer for Marathon
on Oct. 3 0 , but
Marathon's suit blocked
Mobil from proceeding.
U.S. Steel Corp. then
reached an agreement
with Marathon
management and offered
$6.3 billion for Marathon
on Nov. 19. Mobil blocked
that proposal with its own
suit in federal court in
Columbus, Ohio, then upped its bid to $6.5 billion
last week.

Girl To Continue Playing
Basketball With Boys

ME!

HE HAS POWERFUL
FRIENDS. HE'LL BE

tee abrupt, although it and staff reductions as a
said "the status quo can- result of the evaluation,
not be maintained at and a strenghtening of
KSU. Substantial change the masters program in,
must be accomplished..." public affairs.
The proposal calls for
Among the cost reducsetting a timetable and tion measures recom
for close monitoring of mended are elimination
developments, with an in- of the school's interterim report after three collegiate football proyears and a final decision gram, sale of the East
after five.
Campus — a former
"If over the next five motel used as a doryears the institution does mitory — and terminanot meet the educational tion of a lease for use of
needs in the area, the the Frankfort Civic:
needs of state govern- Center by the school's
ment, reduce costs and basketball teams.
maintain stable
enrollments, serious con- ' The plan also recomsideration should be mends turning a closed
given to merging, closing dor.mitory into a
or in some other way federally -funded
altering the institution research facility and
and the delivery of higher demolition of a second
education programs in closed dormitory.
The council's action
Frankfort," the report
will go to Gov.
Thursday
said.
John Y. Brown Jr., who
The plan does in- must decide if it is to be
corporate one of the ma- forwarded to federal
jor components of the officials.
Minority Affairs CominitAll other parts of Kentee's recommendation,
tucky's
desegregation
creation of an institute .of
government to train state plan for publi7m
and local government universities, ordered lad
January by the Office of
officials.
Civil Rights, have been:
The authors of the plan forwarded to the federar
said no additional state office except that dealing
funds would be needed with Kentucky State.
7.
with the possible excepto
action
Any
close
tion of some physical
plant improvements. Kentucky State would
They said cost would have to be approved by
have to be reduced and the General Assembly.
A tetition calling fof
leadership provided to
support of Keni
continued
make the necessary
tucky State that wag
changes.
distributed at the pre..
The plan calls for im- legislative conference at.
mediate evaluation of ex- Kentucky Dam Village
isting academic State Park had more than
programs, with faculty 100 signatures Monday.

Mobil Dealt Serious Blow
In Bid To Acquire Marathon

E16/4T TINY
REINSUG5 ?

I'M HUNGRY-COULD YOU GIVE
ME A
BITE?

that the Hammer exhibit
was coming to the university. That gave her little
more than two months to
get ready. Most museums
have at least a year, she
said. The Cincinnati
Museum of Art had two
years to get ready."If we
can handle this, we can
handle anything," she
said.

USS Iowa Ends Retirement;
Reactivating Funds Approved

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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UK: Island Creek' Coal
Co., a subsidiary of Hammer's Occidental
Petroleum Corporation,
and a "very persuasive"
governor and first lady.
Hammer said Governor and Mrs. Brown
"wined and dined" him
during Derby week this
year. The clincher was
when they let him go into
the winner's circle with
them. Hammer said this
was the first time
someone not connected
with the Derby had been
allowed in the circle after
the Derby. The Browns
then said "Now we want
something from you,"
and asked that the exhibit
come to Lexington.
Priscilla Colt, director
of the museum, is
delighted to have the
exhibit. "It gives
credibility" to the twoyear-old museum, she
said. The museum had
put out feelers about the
exhibit two years ago.
Actually getting the exhibit put some pressure
on the museum. Mrs. Colt
said she was notified
shortly after Labor Day

CHICAGO (AP) — on the boys' team
Joseph O'Connor says his because the girls were
12-year-old daughter, not up to her level of
1 LEGAL NOTICE
I. LEGAL NOTICE
Karen, will keep playing competition. She has conSealed beds will be received
basketball with the boys sistently competed sucSealed bids oil be received
at tie office of the Food
after school, even if the cessfully with boys her
et the Callaway Comity
CiMerrily
Director,
Service
athletic
U.S. Supreme Court has age and her
bard of Education Office,
Austin 'Anal,
Schools,
ty
refused to let her try out talents have been praised
Iles 800, 2110 College
9th sad blaia Streets, wadi
Form lead, anti( 9 a.m. ea
for the boys'team at her by a professional
9 sm. on December 9,
thcoarkw 9, 1981 ler torjunior Vie'
basketball coach.
1981 for tarnishing meet
oidal, meet and mast !weO'Connor said the girl
end meat products'te the
"We are extremely
nds to the cafeterias of
0Murray
the
of
cafeterias
the
over
"unhappy"
in
disappointed"
will be
the Calloway Comity Scheel
terms
lid
System.
School
ty
Monday's action, in court's action, O'Connor
System. hid forms may be
may be obtained at the ofwhich the Supreme Court said. He said he did not
ebtsiered it the office of the
fice of the Feed Simko
Feed Unita:dales
,s!cM
let stand a federal ap- yet know if Karen's
Director or will be walled
be mailirku•sa reqoest.
peals court rulyig that lawyers would try to
open request.
e
Karen is not automatial- pursue the case along
ly entitlea to try out for other legal avenues. '
2. NOTICE
2. NOTICE
The high court decision
the MacArthur Junior
stemmed from Karen's • •••••.‘•
High boys'team.
•
••
*TODAY*
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a.
But, he said, she can attempts last fall to get a
i
•
•
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injunction
preliminary.
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still
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•
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4
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camps.
•
Phone Your Local Health Spa
The seventh-grader One of them, Andrew •
•
7531413
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2. NOTICE

24. MISCELLANEOUS

APTS. FOR RENT

'Add cultural and reftnement to your home with
an oil paintingfrom Goodman's Art Snack. Prices
to fit all budgets. Call 7533473.

Small Super market in excellent condition.
Mayfield, Ky. 42061 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after
7:30p.m.

Two bedroom apartmenT,
for rent, rarve, tiveP0
refrigerator, dishwasheirq
disposal, washer an
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
No pets. One year lease
and S225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Phone
753-2622 or 753 3665

1. LEGAL NOTICE •
Attention MDE and WBE
sub-contractors and suppliers. We are preparing
bid to be sobm itted Dec.
17, 19111 on Waste Water
System facilities in Murray, Ky. We are
soliciting sub bids on the
following work: 'earth
work, fence work,
paving,
landscaping
precast conpiping,
crete,
paneling,
resilint
ceramic tile,
painting,
flooring,
plumbing. HVAC and
,electrical plans and
specifications may be examined at our office or
sever& other locations. If
interested in arty of this
work please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box 40646
Nashville, Tn. 37204,
Phone 615-2.55-3161.
As of Nov. 29, 1981 I
Ricky Litchfield will no
longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Ricky Litchfield.

Lost treeing walker male
Firewood
coon hound. Wearing
orange reflector collar. Order now and burn
Lost 2 miles east of seasoned wood this winter
Cherry Corner Baptist 436-2758.
Church. Could be 'Fork lifts new and used
anywhere though if seen complete line of lifts for
or found please call John every purpose. Datsun
C. Steele 753-2875. and others. If you need a
Reward.
lift give us a call 502-2476. HELP WANTED , 4069.

Irood for sale $25.00 a
rick. Call 4/19-2101 or'489-,
2231.
Lombard chain saws and
Service. Stokes Tractor
$180 Per Week Part Time Industrial Rd
at Home. Webster,
Custom made rifle case,
America's foremost dic- slings, leather clothing.
tionary company needs Murray Leather Shop,
home workers to update Dixieland Center. 759local mailing lists. All 9633.
experience unages,
necessary. Call 1-716-842- Freezer: Sears 20 Cu. ft.
6000. Ext. 5112.
model 29205 1 year old,
2. NOTICE
like new S400.00 753-3006.
Part time secretaryrbookkeeper 20 hours a
26 TV RADIO
week $3.60 per hour. Prior
experience required.
Send resume to P. 0. Box
Against cancer by helping the
AkDerell Cancer Feundaties raise 1040 B. Murray
funds to build a cancer center for
SITUATION WANTED
Kentuckians.
Reaching our goal $19 million Will do babysitting in my
25" color $39.95
depends on the generosity of peek home. 753-9417.
19" color, 13" collike you.
SPORTS EQUIPMENt Or, 19" B/W
Please send contributions to:
McDOWELL CANCER FOuNDA- Winchester Model 70 243
noN, 915 South Limestme Les.
caliber, excellent condilegion. Kentucky 40536.
753-7575
All donations will be matched by tion $200.00 753-0211.
Mrs Lucille Markey of Calumet
MUSICAL
22.
Farm. "el hoc,
27. MOBILE
Irro
Upright piano and alto
HOMES SALES
r
saxaphone both in good
EOM
condition. Call 753-3438 Nice 1974 Concorde house
after 5:00 p.m. or trailer 14x65 underpinning, central heat and
weekdays.
We will stretch or frame
refrigerator and
air,
your needlework
stove available. Call 2471346.
Carter
Mobile home for sale or
Studio
Located in Puryear.
300 Main
753-8298
Responsiltle party to 2rent.
bedroom completely
take up payments on furnished. Sale price_
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
.Tuxedo 310 East Main 759$7 000.00. rent $200.00
like new piano.
•
4073.
monthly plus deposit. 901247-5357.
Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.
1974 12 x 65 2 bedroom
carpet 753-6268.
new
ShopChristmas
Do your
411111111tLeather
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
ping early.
CAR STEREO central air
bedroom
purses, wallets, jackets, Pioneer,
Kenwood
unand heat (gas1
belts. Custom made Marantz
Mitsubishi
minor shoe repair. Mur•furnished. 753-3142
inSanyo
Professional
ray Leather Shop, Dix- stalfation. Sunset daytime after 5 p.m. 753
8854.
ieland Center. 759-9633.
Boulevard Music Dixieland Center Chestnut St.
28. MOBILE
Original Autogrephed 753-0113.
HOME RENTALS
Dental Assistant. No
training or experience required.-Send resume to P.
0. box 1040 C. Murray,
Ky.42071

Join the efight...

Large
Selection
Used TV's

CLAYTONS

WANTED

CLAYTONS
753-7575

600 p. Hartl-Ileand

23 EXTERMINATING

3 bedroom trailer $125.00
per month, on hwy. 299
between Stella and
Kirksey. Call 435-4193 or
489-2539.

"THE STORY OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
1822..1976"
Usable Historical
Book Available At
Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings, 221 North
13th Street or Willis
Drag 0. The Square.
$15 Plus Tax
4111•Pt

2 bedroom trailer near
Murray no pets. nice.
489-2611.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

Real nice 2 bedroom completely furnished near
Aurray. No pets. Call 7591305 after 3 p.m.
12x60, furnished,
nice, natural gas, good
no pets,
location,
deposit required. Mobile
phone
Home Village,
753-389,5 after 5
(weekdays).
For rent or sale 12 x 52 2
bedroom trailer furnished
on V2 acre lot east of Murray. Call 767-4001.
Two\bedrooms with Central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209.

Ph... 753-3914

24 MISCELLANEOUS
Firewood for sale 7533523.

Lost meths. size dog
half Garman Shepard,
half Collie. May be
wearing red collar.
Reward. Call 7538726 or 442-2957.

Bible Coll
God's Value of
Man 759-4444;
Children's Story
759-4445.
14 Kt. Opal Pendants,
Regular $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Gram Diamond
$39.015
$49.95
$59.95

GOLD &
SILVER INC.

Ladies pants, coats size
18.
exercising.
vibrating machine t.v.
game with gun and steering wheel, vinal couch.
753-4487.
RCA Select-a -vision
video disk
television,
player $350.00 767-2548.
For gift or Christmas tree
4 ft. beautiful Norwegian
Pine Call 753-3211.

BUSINESS RENTALS

NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive
1 bedroom furnished
brick home on
apartment 753-8878.
street near the
33. ROOMS FOR RENT University. New
heat pump heating
Rooms for rent 1 block
from university 753-1812.
and cooling system,
753-6933.
fireplace in den.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 'Extremely
economical utility
2 bedroom brick shady
bills, lovely tree
in
garden spot,
lot
shaded lot. Offerd
country. Married couples
references and
only
in the $40's, and
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
owner financing
p.m.
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
Immediately available
redecorated. Pi story
711 Main Street.
house 94 East. Large kitJUST
chen cook stove, builtCOMPLETED
utility
in cabinets
And ready for a new
room. bath. $150.00 mar✓ ied couple,
owner. Three
references no pets 753
bedrooms, great
7551.
room, three full
3 or 4 bedroom house 2
baths, very attracbath prefer faniily $300.00
tive kitchen, large
a month. 759-4682 after 3
utility room and
p.m.
two car garage.
Nice 2 bedroom brick
Located in new
with large utility,
dryer.
washer.
development adrefrigerator, air condijacent to
tioner, shady lot and
Gatesborough.
Married
spot.
garden
Immediate possescouples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
sion and priced in
proper references and
the $70's. Owner
deposit. 492-8594 after 6
available
financing
p.m.
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
The inside of this house is
like brand new. All new
Home Team.
bathroom, new wall to
wall carpeting, nice lot.
Coleman Real Estate 7539898. Call us we also have
other rentals.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436-,
5353.
Two houses near unRiersi ,
$100.00 deposit,
ty,
$108.00 per month rent.
Call 753 6114 after 6 p.m. ,

32. APTS. FOR RENT

for
sale or lease. Call 527
1096.

Nice large single
carpeted
bedroom,
$125.00 month
floors,
rent. Deposit required,
no pets allowed. Located
at 1602 Dodson St. Call
753-6564 to see.

For Sale: Registered poll
ed hereford bulls 8 to 20
months old. Herd T. B
and Bangs certified. Rex
Puryear,
Robinson,
In. Phone 901 247 5487

Olympic Plus
753-7113
Opening Soon Mother
Goose Night and Day
Care 201 N. 16th 753-0191.
Hours 6:30-5:15 Mon.6:30 p.m.-10:30
Sat.,
p.m. Mon.-Sat. Register
now before the nest is
full!

Slabs-for sale bundled or
banded. You haul or we
will haul in 10o bundle
lots. Call Shomaker
Lumber Co. McKenzie
Tn. 901-3521777, 7 to 5
after 5 9013523632 also
sawdust.

2 bedroom Southside,
refrigerator
stove
disposal. carpet, carwasher dryer
port,
hookup. Couples only no
pets 1 year lease.
deposit required. 753 0291.
1 bedroom furnished
•
This Winter Season
•
• apar t men t for a d u its.
New paint and drapes. 2
•
• blocks from hospital. No
• pets. Lease and _deposit
• required. Call 753 9208
• after Ip.m.
Fitness Instructors:
•
• Furnished 1 bedroom
•
Alice Craig, Lou French
•
apartment for rent. No
•
•
children or pets. Call 753
•
•
•
•••
••••••••••••••lido 3913 after 5 p m
'Newly decorated, one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
• 7724.
-753
bedroom furnished or
2_
2251. P. Miler St.(Arrest Free Casaammity Caster)
unfurnished apartment.
1538730 before 5 p.m..
75.3 6965 after 5 p m
Envoy rountry at
motphere and conve
Open Hein
nience of town in a
Hamlet North Apart
Moo., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Set.
merit 2 bedroom town
how,es av,nlable 153 7559
1-12 --- 753-3CC5
153 /550

t•••••••STAY FIT •••••••

•

Murray Health Spa
753-8143

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
I- SHOP '
Spet1011fmfin Senior Citizets
Hair Cuts $1.00

1

ABLE

7531222

Furnished apartments efficiency 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
St. 753-6609.

For sale Timothy hay
$1.75 a bale. Call 753-8274.

1 bedroom apartment
$155.00 deposit required.
gas heat.
Furnished,
Rent includes cable.
HBO and water. Call 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. only 7538948.

Pardons & Tharmas
Insurance &
Real Estate
Seatbside Girt Sq.
Reatacky
753-4451

,zitaidiagb

Mimi
Warehouse
Storage Space
Fos. Root
753-4758

SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods 18"
24" available. $27.50 a
rick delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.

43. REAL ESTATE

Equal Housing 1 and 2
bedroom apartment. Call
$2100.00 down Take over
Murray Manor 753-8668.
reasonable payments and
this 2 bay shop with 22
Duplex 2 bedroom near
university quite sitting bedroom apatments Will
Let that shop
$210 monthly. Call 753- be yours.
you've always wanted be
9096.
yours. Call Spann Realty
1 bedroom furnished Assoc. 751.7724.
only
couples
apartment
no pets. Deposit required
call 492-8662.
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
Newly redecorated one home in town on large
bedroom apartment good lot. 150 x 106. This home
furnished or is neat and clean ready
location
unfurnished. Call 759-4756 to move in. Insulated
before 11:00 a.m. or after garage ant fenced
1:00p.m. week days.
backyard. Idral invest
ment property convenient
Furnished or unfurnished to stores; could be zoned
1 bedroom apartment in a commercial. Talk to us
lakeside house Panarama about financing. For
Shores. 436-2482 or 753- more Information call
7272.
SPANN REALTY
2 bedroom unfurnished ASSOCIATES. 753-7724.
duplex with stove
✓ efrigerator
dishwasher and disposal.
Extra nice in Westwood
Subd. Heat pump with low
utilities $250.00 month 7533742 before 4:00 p.m. or
305792-5565 after 4 p.m.

Polaroid camera S10.00.
typewriter $40.00, small
desk $10.00 8-track tape
player AC-DC $10.00 7
Apiece dinette set $60.00.
1970 Chevrolet $175.00, 9inch car t.v. $75.00. No
checks please 436-2850.

_Radio controlled airplane
excellent for beginners.
Would Make a nice
Christmas gift. Call 7539903 after 5 p.m.

•
•
•

M

3 bedroom house in Almo
Heights $275.00 month.
Phone 753-8411.

37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Registered 14 horse

38. PETS SUPPLIES
Beautiful AKC registered
miniature Schnauzer pup
pies will be ready for
Christmas deposit will
hold. Call 753-7791.
Registered Dalmation
puppies 8 weeks old.
Deposit will hold for
Christmas. Phone nights
and weekends 527 8244.
Six month old Black'
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call -Sal, 753 9101, 7536527.
AKC MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER puppies.
Very healthy 6 weeks old.
Veterinary procedures
completed (ears not crop.
ped). Arrangements
made for Christmas gifts
753 °Matter 5p.m.
41 PUBLIC SALE

FACTORY
NET SMI
ABERICAll
CI. s
Hwy 45 North
5 Miles north of
I 247 3862
Mayfit.ld
Now Open T hut%cloy
10 u.m. to 5 p.m Fricfuy
P. Suturrkry 10 o m to 6
turn

I

Take This
Home...Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell Within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greftroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home fori
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by. its
owners. What
more c,oiild you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 7534492 ".for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

111MA N$,MAMISQ9
I /(Xryve
Kesotorbv 42071
I 1491
(NO /I

31P1
.-43 REAL ESTATE
Does row Maly nom,
economical hovuste Within
weer,errancy ei sdioor
With two had-oasts and two
tietlis7 low meireenonce
ore maim:sweaty? At o
price ellen than 118.0001
Mon coil 753-1492 new,
offs( hours 753-0187.

LIIFTTA INS,LINO®
1700Sycansere
Murray, Kentucky 47071
0021153 1492

COUNTRY
CHARM
Peaceful country
livin' goes with this
unique three
bedroom • home in
Graves Cofunty between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings
in den and dining
area, wood burning
Fisher Stove and
central heat and
air. This is an extremely neat
Cedar-sided home
in quiet, private
location. Offered in
the low $50's. Phone
753-1222 for all in•
formation.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 14'z
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family
room, chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All this and offered
in the low $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

46
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HOMES FOR-SALE SERVICESOFFERE5 SERVICESOFFERED

House for sale or trade for
house in Murray 3
bedroom, 2 bath fully
carpeted. 15 acres of
lendable land,
large
barn
out building
highway frontage located
on Hwy 1346 Call 437
4473
_11 MOTORCYCLES
1980 Harley Davidson
super glide Must sell
Call 753 2896

By owner 3 bedroom 1./2
full basement.
story.
Walnut kitchen cabinets
fireplace
(built-ins)
electric heat. Low utility
near
bills, deep lot
hospital. 12 percent finan
cing available with
110. 000 down payment.
Price $42. 700. Phone 751.
4710 after 5 p.m.
House for sate-in Canter
bury 753 0738.
House for sale by owner
Lynn Grove Browns
Grove Hwy. Newly
decorated inside and out.
New wiring, plumbing
and floor covering 753
0670.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built in appliances. Must
sell. $30. 000. Call 489
2670.
40 acres 2 mile hignway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
148,000, 18003 00 down
owner financing. Wilj ac
cept boat or travel trailer
or trade in Write Bill Ottesen Carbondale, Ill, or
call 618 549 3002 after 5
P-m•
y owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area.' Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
.or after 5:00 p.m. 5547580. Ask for Ken Adams.
Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas
heat with tell basement.
Assumable loan. Call
Purdom /1 Thurman
Realty 753 4456.
A good buy at $14 900
1
4. BR
1,,i story
1,2 mile south of
bath
Lynn Grove • 2 acres.
Coleman R. E. 753 9898
3 bedroom brick house
-carBet throbssout,.
bath, large living room
and den. 2 car garage
with large storage room
Call 489 2145 or 153 8394

ficw

welt planned 3
bedroom
bath house
Very nice. Call 753 3903

siding, custom trim
worn References Call
Will Id Biiley 153-

089
AAA CLIST01.1 4 MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers etc
Reasonable 436 2561,

All your plumbing and air
1981 Honda 400 custom
back rest and matching conditioning needs Also
do carpentry, painting,
helmet Excellent condi
roofing and concrete. All
NMI 4362210
work done to satisfaction
Custom made leather 7-53-3211.
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair Mur Import Auto Salvage
ray Leather Shop, Dix many parts for small cars
and pickups Repair that
ieland Center 759 9633
gas saver and keep it go
ing 474 2325
19 USED CARS
Leaf Removal - Let T&D
Landscaping and Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently
Freeestimates 759 1913

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE through
government sales,
under S300. Call 1 714 569
0241 for your directory on Alexander Septic Tank
how to purchase Open 24 Cleaning Vacuum clean
hours.
ed from your driveway
Industrial, residential,
1972 LTD good condition or commercial. 24 hour
Call 753 9975.
service Call 153 5933

Don't Put Mt Stetting your
favorite sofa or chair
reupholstered because of
the long wait for its
return We offer one week
StoKVKt Also take ad
vantage of Our year end
special Sly YOU SAW this
ad and save $5000 on any
sofa end chair combine
lion Bill's Upholstery 101
S 13th
K & K Stump Removal
Do you need stumps
removed from votr ratd
or -land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below
Wit ground. leaving 'only
Sawdust and chips Catt
for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp. Jr 435 4319
Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning, shap
ing, complete removal
and more Call BOVE R'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
fessional tree care 753
1536
CARPE T CLEANING
Free estimates Satisfied
references Vibra Vac
steam or quick dry lean
mg LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING, 75.3 5827

1971 Dodge Coronet 318 Vpower
8 automatic,
power
steering
heater
brakes, air.
AM radio good tires
good motor and transmis
sion runs good. $450.00
901-642-7877.

MOBILE HOME Professional off IC(' and
ANCHORS underpinn- building maintenance
ing, roof's sealed, patio daily or weekly Lee's
awnings; and house type Carpet Cleaning 753 5877
roofs for mobile homes
Will sharpen hand saws,
753 1873. Jack Glover.
chatn saws and skill saws
Guttering by Sears Sears Call 753 4656
continuous gutters install
7
paneling
1974 Fiat 128 2 door sta ed per your specifica Carpenter
tions. Call Sears 753 2310
tion wagon. 4 cylinder,
etc 30 years experience
free estimate.
for
4 speed front wheel
436 2253
luggage rack
drive
Asphalt driveways and
heater. AM FM radio
Parking lots sealed by
ROOFING
new paint Sears For tree estimates
gOod tires
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
lob. Green matalic, light :4311753 2310
tan interior Good mote, "-••••••
Rem...cm . All work
Concrete and blocks and
and transmission. Ex
seeront•ed. Fr•ii
brick
Basements,
cellent condition. Cheap.
Estimates. Coll 759driveways, sidewalks and
51500.00 901 642 7877
1$51 o,753-45$1. .
'storm cellars. 20 years
investment 1952 MG Rep experience and free
Fence sales at Sears now
tica mint condition. Ex estimates 753 5476
Sears 753 1310 tor
ecutive model $9500 00 Automobile mechanic Call estimate for your
free
527 9637 after 5:00
will do work on automatic' needs
and all gasoline engined
trucks. All work done Roofing Hot Tar and
9uaranteet Call 437 4546. Gravel Roots Ask about
5 year guarantee Roofs
GENERAL HOME coated -cold or hot ap
REPAIR 15 years ex
plications Shingle roofs
perience Carpentry
removed and replaced
plumbing
cncrete
NO Complete roof and deck
sliding
roofing
ing removed and retold(
TO
Free
SMALL.
JOB
1977
Roll rooting
ed
estimates bays 471
fiberglass shingles in
Ford
2359 rti9hts 474 2276
stalled on straight 4x 11
APPLIANCE SERVICE roof 533.50 Labor and
Granada
KENMORE,
All work
material
Ghia.
WHIRLPOOL, guaranteed the protes
Ink tales SINN
WESTINGHOySiih. 20 sionals Yates Rooting Co
years experience. 'Bob 642 0158 call collect
by Hopper, Bob's Ap
Good condition,
pliance Service 203 S 5th Sewing Machines Repair
clean, good family
St 753 4872 or 753 8886
all makes and models
car. Asking $2,300. ALCOA ALUMINUM home and commercial
SIDING or vinyl siding sewing machines in,.
Call 1534121 after 5 and
trim. Aluminum trim ducting button and blind
p.m.
for brick houses. Jack Stitch Call 753 2674 on
Hwy. 121, Stella Ky
Glover 7531873.

For
Sale

1973 VW Thing converti
ble, gas heater, new
44 LOTS FOR SALE tires,
excellent gas
Approximately 44 acres mileage and in excellent
on corner of Penny Rd condition, 48, 000 miles
and Spring Creek church 12250.00. Call 354-6217.
road. Call 489 2425.
1979 Dodge Magnum XE
45 FARMS FOR SALE 36, 000 miles, AM-FM
steering
air,
cruise,
Secluded 5 acre farm with and brakes. Extra sharp.
brick home and large Phone 753 1419 or see at
barn. $75 000.00. Can 5-9 919 N. 18th.
p.m. 759-1644.

46. HOMES

Senna Co
atuminam sad vinyl
Aluminum

1978 Oldsmobile
Delta Royal 4 Door
Sedan, one owner,
local cm.

AUCTION

Attn: Mr. Former & Mr. Dealer
After Harvest Days
Consignment Farm Machinery
Saturday-, December 5, 1981
1000 A.M. - Rain or Shine

AT THE FAISIOUIRS-INUAY,AY
If you have rnochmery for sole or .1 you ore fr, need
of some good used machinery, then mon your
calendar now and pion to attend this our t,in"
will Imre* • reqw•sorstoti.•
The owctiow c
westloy scud Friday prior t• Mho
ow lot otostwils
ouctiow kr waked owed close\ Ito your w•oclWrw•ry

TRACTORS

PURDOM'S
Oldsmobile
Poutiec
UAW
1406W. Main
753-5315
1973 Pontiac Catalina call
492 8713
1972 MG red with black in
tenor, perfect condition
753 0708 767 4767
1977 Oldsmobile 4 door
52500.00 753 9400.

SOUSED TRUCKS
1979 4 wheel drive Chevy
Blazer 753 4487
JEEPS, CARS, PICKUPS
from 135. Available at
4ocal Gov't Auctions. For
Directory call Surplus
Data Center 415 330 7800
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
Trucks available Many
sell for under 1200 00. Call
312 742 1143 Ext. 2611 for
information on how to
purchase
1972 Ford pickup camper
special automatic,
power
transmission,
steering and power
brakes. Also has paneled
camper cap 753 3674.
1910 Chevy Luv truck long
wheel base Call 753 1115.
, .

so pimc

Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrjgerator, sink,-stereo,
couch (converts into
bed). rally wheels
custom paint and cap
tufts chaiu. 13,000 miles
Reply to 753-5014.

SER VICES OF F E RE
15 1

u

eSSTOrta

paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides.
Commercial or
residential Call Tremon
Farris 759 1917

•

870 Case D,ei,el Pr Shift, 'Cleon'', 970 Case
Diesel, Pr Shift, "Nicer, 1150 MF Diesel vv./Duals,
1066 IHC w/Duols, 1,080 Hrs -Sharp-, 574 IHC
Diesel, 434 Hrs , "L.ke New". 5000 Ford Diesel,
7040 AC, Cab and A.. w/Duals, 1006 hfrs
-Sharp", 4020 John Deere Diesel, 930 Cote
Comfort King Diesel. 966 ihiC Diesel. 730 Cove
Comfort K mg Diesel, Cub Forman w/equipment,
)810 ()hi.« Diesel. 235
8N Ford, 806 INC
MF Diesel, 990 David Brown, H Formoil, Super A
Forrrical, M Foirnoll, 60 AC Diesel

FIELD EQUIPMENT
Deere 8 sw I 4' Wheel D.sr , Johr Blue
Anhydrous Applicator, I NC 510 Sern. 5.16 Plow,
-Noce", 477 New Holland Hay One "Nice MF
Hay Rake, 124 MF Twine Tie Baler, -Nice-. Si')
Ford Hoy Rake, "Like New, 5500 Heston Round
Bole., ''Like New", 1070 Heston Hoy Bine, "Like
New", INC 6_Rfrer. Planer, Hahn H. Boy, INC 14'
Disc, Dunham 14' Cult, Muicher, 343 Whitt 19'
Mecflonicol 2 Row
Wing Fold Disc, "LA,
Pull Tobocco Setter, "Nice", IHC 470 Wing Desc,
5 Rotary Cutter, INC 11 Tine Chisel Plow, Nice',
INC 4 ;low Cultivator, "Real Nne-, MF 3 f3trn
Plow, 2 Row 3 Pt Cultivator, Kewanee 19' Hyd
Fold . Disc, -Lee New", 300 Galion Pull Type
Sprayer, AC 6 Row No 1.11 Pion'''. "Nice", AC 6
Row Cultivator, 13' Chisel Plow, 15 Lelly Roterio
''LWe New-, Saddle Toni.%

.10hr,

COMBINES
M.2 Gleaner diesel, Cab and Air, IS Flooring
Head, "Extra Sharp", A.630 Corn Head "Lee
New-, 300 ME, Cat, and An Quick Attach, 1060
Case w/Cab, 510 MF Diesel. Cab and A..
-Sharp- 4.4A.SF Corn Heod "Nice", 95 John Dewy
w/Cab, 110 MF w/Cab, -Real Nice 33 p.sf. Core,

TRUCKS
1970 Ford 2 Tory-yr/Groen Bed and Hoist, 1974
Ford F 350 w/Groon Bed, 1963 Ford 2 Ton w/Groen
Bed and Hoist and Winch, 1973 Ford 2 Ton et/
Grow, Bed .arid Moist 1974 Dodge whlorne Bed.
1974 Chevy 2 Ton ../Groin Bed

Cosipinsts faxsphd

Salo Tin

FauiPment listed is only a portion of who, will he
offered to. safe
SALE IS SUBJECT TO ADOITION5
AND DE L E T10915".
TIMMS: Seriedtly Crook Cimithirkes C4isch of
Apoorrod theet.NO-

JAMES R. CASH
TN! •l/CTIONill

sify..TL CI( r
502 6214466 or 507 6776939
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Obituaries
I

C. M. Baker
Dies Sunday
In Florida

Lady Gives Government Week Of Her Life

MILWAUKEE (AP) —
In the name of national
defense, l'„ricia Hotter
gave the rverrunent five
Charles Mason Baker, weeks of her life to
60, 1207 Crestwood, Mur- undergo X-rays, blood
ray, died Sunday at 5:30 tests, eye exams,
psychological studies and
p.m. in Fort Myers,Fla.
The Murray man had other health research.
One week each year
been associated with
Kentucky Lake Oil Com- from 1970 to 1974, she
pany, distributors of Shell traveled to Navy
Products, for many hospitals in Illinois and
years. He was a member Florida, where doctors
of the First United studied her to determine
Methodist Church and whether the extremely
had served on the ad- low frequency radio_
ministrative board of the trarsmissions originating
church. Baker had served in a simple metal
for 12 years as a member building near her Clam
of the Murray City Coun- Lake, Wis., home were
affecting her health.
cil.
Thebuilding is in what
Born Oct. 18, 1921, in
Calloway County, he was might seem an unlikely
the son of Mary Louise place for a Navy outpost:
Stitt Baker, who sur- 1,000 feet above sea level
vives, and the late Joe and 800 miles from the
Atlantic Ocean. K
Graves Baker,Sr.
It is part of the Navy's
Survivors are his
widow, Jane Hale Baker; controversial Project
his mother of Murray; ELF, a proposed $230
two sons, Mike Baker, million commmications
Canterbury Estates, system designed to get
Murray, and Richard messages to nuclear
Baker, Germany; a
sister, Martha Jean
Gravette, Wingo; a
brother, Joe Graves
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP)
Baker,--.Jr., Dyersburg,
Tenn.17 two grand-- — A tiny 11-year-old girl,
children, Chuck and wizened by a rare aging
disease, wants to ask two
Leigh Baker.
J. H. Churchiill boys with the same afflicFuneral Home will have tion "if they're happy and
-charge of arrangements. if people make fun of
them" when she meets
them at Disneyland.
"I didn't know that
other kids have the same
disease I have," said
Alicia Gowans of San
BRISTOL, Tenn. (AP)
— Two female employees
of a massage parlor were
found shot to death
execution-style in what
Sheriff Mike Gardner
called a "very brutal
By LOUISE CODF
killing."
Gardner said the Associated Press Writer
Grocery bills rose durwomen's hands were tied
behind them with elec- ing November for the
trical tape and they were third month in a row, an
each shot at least once in Associated Press marketbasket survey says.
the back of the head.
The rate of increase
The shootings occurred
Monday night at the was the second steepest
massage parlor where this year. Both food and
the women worked, Gard- non-food items were afner said. Their bodies fected by the price
were discovered about 9 boosts.
The AP survey covers
p.m. EST by the parlor's
14 commonly purchased
owner.
He identified the vic- food and non-food
tims as Eleanor R. Cross, products selected at ran46, of Bristol, Tenn., who dom. The items were
was dead at the scene, priced at one superand Margaret Colosimo, market in each of 13 cities
27, of Gray, Tenn., who on March 1, 1973, and
died early today at have been rechecked on
Bristol Memorial or about the start of each
succeeding month.
Hospital.
The latest survey showThe women's purses
were missing, but money ed that the marketbasket
from the massage parlor bill went up at the
was not taken, Gardner checklist store in seven
cities last month and
said.

submarines operating
deep at sea by taking advantage of transmission
properties of bedrock.
After a two-year
moratorium on transmissions ordered by President Carter, the Navy has
resumed operations at
the test site run by GTE
Sylvania Corp. President
Reagan is asking Congress ftr money to
complete the 28-mile
antenna and to connect it
with a 56-mile grid in
Michigan's Escanaba
River State Forest.
Those actions have
revived a longstanding
debate over the merits
and risks of Project ELF,
which, when first proposed in 1958 as Project
Sanguine, was to -be a
6,600-mile network of
buried cable — 41 percent
of the area of Wisconsin.
Last April, in an advisory referendum in
Ashland- County, home of
the Navy transmitter,
Project ELF was narrowly endorsed by its

neighbors. But Upper
Michigan voters have rejected the project in
similar referenda.
Among the objections
are claims that Project
ELF's radio waves
endanger plants and
animals, perhaps attacking the nervous system,
that the system is
vulnerable to sabotage,
and unresolved doubts
about whether Project
ELF will work as well as
the Navy says.
At the urging of
Wisconsin and Michigan
members, the House rejected an initial $34.9
million appropriation on
Nov. 18. The Senate
Appropriations Committee has recommended
funding, although no
money has been
provided.
The Navy, whose tests
included raising a
Hereford bull named
Sylvester at the Clam
Lake test site, says its
studies have disproved
any health concerns.

"We've done all the
research we can. Flora,
fauna and animals; there
is no effect. It doesn't
even melt the snow," said
Rear Adm. Bruce Newell,
a Navy chief of
communications.
Mrs. Holier, an officer
in Citizens for ELF,
concurs.
"The only thing they
found wrong was that I
was pretty sloppy in my
eating habits," she said
of her tests. was eating
too much fatty stuff." Navy officials and
defense scientists have
said for years that they
are concerned the present system for communicating with
missile-firing and attack
submarines at sea makes
them vulnerable to
attack.
The Navy currently
uses very low- frequency
signals relayed by
aircraft to communicate
with these submarines,
which must trail buoyed
aerials near the surface

to receive messages.
This system is
vulnerable in time of war,
because it is easier for an
enemy to detect and
because nuclear blasts
could charge the
atmosphere with highenergy particles disrupting VLF signals and
missile guidance, the
Navy says.
The ELF system would
take advantage of the
fact that the lower the
frequency of radio waves,
the deeper they can
penetrate the ocean. With
Project ELF, nuclear
submarines could
operate at safe depths
and still communicate
with land -based
commanders.
Extremely low frequency wave lengths are
2,500 miles long. Their
transmission ordinarily
would require an antenna
hundreds of miles long,
but scientists have shown
that bedrock can be used
to form part of the ELF
antenna.

Electrodes bored into
the granite of the Laurentian Shield at the ends of
the Project ELF antenna
— cable strung on 40-foot
utility poles — transmit
current, which in turn
uses the bedrock as part
of the antenna loop. The
signals, if given enough
power, can radiate
worldwide.
Several submarines
already have receivers
and computers to handle
the coded messages. The
first to get a Clam Lake
signal was the USS
Stonewall Jackson in July
1976.
ELF critics say its exposed cable antenna, running through the forest, is
vulnerable to sabotage,
something project
manager James Barron
does not refute. "The
system is highly
vulnerable," he said,
"But it is very easy to
repair in a few hours. It is
just like a utility company repairing a power
line."

More worrisome to opponents is the system's
vulnerability to another
kind of attack — nuclear.
U.S. Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., says ELF
would make northern
Wisconsin and upper
Michigan first-strike
targets if the Soviets
launched a nuclear
•
attack.
Indeed, the Chief of
Naval Operations, Adm.
Thomas B. Hayward,
expressed doubt about
Project ELF's usefulness
last

March, before

Reagan endorsed the project. Hayward cited its
cost and inability to
survive a nuclear attack.
U.S. Rep. Les Aspin, DWis., a member of the
House Armed Services
Committee, and Rep.
Robert Davis, R-Mich.,
say the Pentagon should
work on a technologically
more secure system, including laser communications beamed from
satellites.

Girl Wants To Know If Others With Disease Feel Same

Found Dead

lie. And when Mickey
read about Fransie in an
Associated Press story,
he pestered his mother to
get in touch with him.
Donations paid for both
boys' weeklong trips. The
Fransie traveled from Sunshine Foundation, a
his home in Orkney, Philadelphia -based
South Africa, to visit charity that grants wishes
Pinocchio, the fabled to terminally ill children,
wooden puppet whose coordinated Fransie's
nose grows if he tells a visit.
Sunday night at the
Disneyland Hotel near
the amusement park. By
Monday they were pals,
watching cartoons and
eating lunch together.

Alicia, who stands 3
-feet tall and wears a wig
to cover her bald head,
"read an article and said
she wanted to go with
them" to Disneyland, her
13-year-old sister Elena
said.
So she, Elena, their
mother, Maria, and baby
brother Richard will
travel to Anaheim on

Grocery Bills Rise During November
Second Steepest Incline This Year
dropped at the checklist
store inisixIcities.
Overall, the marketbasket bill rose during
November by an average
of half a percent. The
marketbasket bill
measured by the AP has
risen in six of the first 11
months of 1981; the biggest monthly increase, in
June, was 1.3 percent.
Comparing prices today with those at the start
of the year, the AP found
the marketbasket bill
was actually lower than it
was in January, down an
average of almost 5 percent. The decline,
however, was due to a
sharp drop in the price of
sugar. When sugar was
removed from the
marketbasket totals, the
AP found the average bill
at the start of, December
was virtually unchanged
from the Jan. 1 level.

Sugar prices soared
late last year following
reports of crop damage in
several producing countries. The high prices
dampened the world's
appetite for sugar, and
the gap between production and consumption was
smaller than anticipated.
The early outlook for the
current crop is good and
prices for sugar have
been falling steadily.
Eggs went up in more
cities than any other
item. The AP survey
showed the price of eggs
rose last month at the
checklist store in eight
cities. The increases are
due to seasonal production declines.
There was good news
for peanut butter lovers.
The price of a jar of
peanut butter went down
last month at the
checklist store in eight

cities. Peanut butter
prices jumped sharply
after drought in the
summer of 1980 cut the
peanut crop, but supplies
have increased again and
prices have dropped.
The AP did not try to
weigh the survey results
according to population

President Stops
In Cincinnati
CINCINNATI (AP) —
After a stopover here on
the way to the White
House, President
Reagan, his staff and the
press were ready to belt
down the sauce.
Pizza sauce, that is —
and pepperoni,
mushrooms, sausage,
bacon and extra heaps of
hot, stringy cheese.

seen them, but there were
men hiding in just about
every nook and cranny"
along the interstates, said
Capt. Dennis McClure.
Two lifesquads trailed
the motorcade and police
in nearby Campbell
County were in place in
case the Secret Service
decided at the last minute
to use Interstate 471, according to Newport
Police Sgt. Ed
Freudenberg.

Meanwhile, U.S.
Magistrate Gregory
Wehrman scheduled a
preliminary hearing
Thursday for a Covington
man accused of making
telephone threats on the
life of the president.
William Chapman,56, a
former guard with the
Pinkerton Co., was held
in lieu of $20,000 bond on a
charge of threatening the
life of the president.
James Arehart, assis-

News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — A balloon that
Todd Sutherland found in
his backyard Friday had
just completed a long
journey.
The balloon had
originally been filled with
helium and released
Wednesday as part of a
fourth grade class
science project at the
Marquez School in
Pacific Palisades, Calif.
The balloon had been
released by Jimmy Ma,

Hog Market
Federal Stele Market %ewl Service
December I. 1041
Kentucky Pun base Area Hog Market
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and a day and a half
later, Todd, a fourth
grader at Collins Lane
Elementary School,
found the far traveling
balloon.
The balloon contained a
tag with the school name
and phone number and
Monday morning Todd's
mother, Brenda
Sutherland called school
officials.
They explained the project to her and "They

were very surprised it
made it to Frankfort,"
Mrs.Sutherland said.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Dan Long of Lexington Orbeen named by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr..to
the board of directors of
the Kentucky Housing
Corp.
Long will serve a fouryear term and replace
James Bird of Lexington„
whose term has expired.

GOODYEAR'S Phone Number

75-34595-It was omitted
in the phone Book

On Mcnday, Mike
LaRosa, who runs the city's biggest pizza chain,
"got a call about 11
o'clock from Ed Rogers.
He asked me if it would
be possible to get some
pizzas together for the
president and his staff."
The caller wanted 40
pizzas. LaRosa wasn't
fooled.
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Heublein
IBM
Jertco
K-mart
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
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US Tobacco
Wendy's
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C.E.F. Fund

1981 Grand Prix
ing, power

2 tone silvei aria olue.
blue interior. V-6,
automatic power steer-

Kut N'Karl

4

753-1682
Her Hours Are:
Tues. 8-5
Wed. 8-5
Sot. 8-3
She invites you to call for on
appointment.

INVEST 1
EVENING IN
YOUR FUTURE
ATTEND A
PREVIEW SEASON
The DALE CARNEGIE COURSE
Ym are inited to be our pest at uo obligatin. At this sessiou. you'll see he to develop your
bilku abilities, express yourself more effectively. ucrease your nlerstamliog of people ale itcruse your coatidence

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
GM QUAUTY

753-2617
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Murray

Christmas
Sale
at the

Mit Wing's Ben
Savings Up To

40%
On Some Items
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For Non Collegiate Continuing Education

Sponsored by Murray/Calloway County Chamber of Commerce For Information Call 753-5171

COPY AVAILABLE

641 S.

MANNA TTEN SEDGE I D JORDA

LOCATION:

Accredited Council

GM

QIENI:RAL Nt7TORS PARTS DIVISION

No Preparation Necessary - No Spotlight On You.
WHEN: December 3r1
SPECIAL FREE
TIME:1:01P.M.
ORIENTAL SESSSION
North Branch - Bank at Murray
This is your opportiuty to evalutt our umgde traisiog. Over 2 million pospIthavo dilizidis
boos program Your cwiiHt &cabs ssi greviktssa boa.mitt*Mar elgsApitit
io these times
PRESENTED BY CHARLES D. EUBANK ASSOCIATES

brakes air
condition, wire hub
cops, 12,000 miles.

$7477.00

Southside Manor

•

BEST

-3A1
34'4 4- 1.4
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Industrial Average
Air Products
Amender'Mors
Ashland
Amencan Telephone
Chrysler
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General MOWS.
General Tire
Gooddeb

GM PARTS

MANHATTEN

1

Stock Market

KEEP THAT GREAT GM.
FEELING WITH GENUINE

is now employed at

tant U.S. attorney, said a
Cincinnati Bell operator
received a call last
Thursday from a man
saying he planned to kill
Reagan before he left
Kentucky.
Arehart said the
operator "locked in" the
call to trace the telephone
number, then notified the
Secret Service.
Chapman, who pleaded
innocent, was arrested
Thursday by the Secret
Service.

bag toss in a special
Olympics contest, but
now "she can't walk very
well" because of arthritis, Elena said.
"Sometimes when we go
to stores or some place,
we carry her. Everybody
just pitches in to carry
her," Elena said.
"She even has a
boyfriend" at school,said
Elena, adding, "I guess
he's jealous" that she's
going to meet Fransie
and Mickey at
Disneyland.

Pam Roberts

Security Tightened For President
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — More than a
dozen northern Kentucky
safety departments protected President Reagan
to and from Greater Cincinnati International Airport at Hebron and a
Republican fund raiser in
Cincinnati.
Police blocged all interchanges along Interstates
75 and 275, at underpasses and bridges.
"People might not have

density or in terms of
what percentage of a
family's actual grocery
outlay each item
represents. The AP also
did not try to compare actual prices from city to city. The only comparisons
were made in terms of
percentages of increase
or decrease.

Wednesday. Her father,
Ken, a Lockheed worker,
sister Diana, 9, and 8year-old brother Kenneth
will stay at home.
"I want to say hi" to
Fransie and Mickey,
Alicia, a fourth-grader,
said on the telephone.
Alicia said she also
wants to ask "if they're
happy and if people make
fun of them."
Elena said Alicia's
disease "doesn't bother
her. It's just like a small
obstacle to her."
"But it does get out of
hand when people start
bothering her... making
fun of her. Like wr go
places...and lots of people, like kids, will come
up to her, they'll see her
and they might scream
and run away. That
bothers her," Elena said.
Alicia is "very independent," her sister said, has
lots of friends at school,
enjoys playing with dolls
and writes to her pen pal
in Hong Kong that she
likes pretty clothes.
She once won a bean-
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Employees

Jose. -I'm sorry, but I'm
happy."
She, Fransie Geringer,
8, and 9-year-old Mickey
Hays suffer from
progeria, a disease that
strikes only one in 8
million children and
makes them grow old 10
times faster than normal.
The boys, both bald
with gnarled fingers and
toes, met each other

Bel Air Or.
)en Sunday 1-5
in Late Eoch Eve.
753-0550
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